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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Investigation into 

Elements FILED: June 19,2002 
Pricing of Unbundled Network DOCKEiT NO. 990649B-TP 

/ 

SPRINT-FLORIDA’S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS 
OF FLORIDA DlGXTAL NETWORK’S POST-HEARING BFUEF 

Sprint-Florida, Incorporated (“Sprint-Florida”), pursuant to Rule 28- 106.204, 

Uniform Rules of Procedures, Florida Administrative Code (“Uniform Rules of Administrative 

Procedure”), respectfully requests that the Commission strike portions of the Post-Hearing Brief 

submitted by Florida Digital Network, Inc. (“FDN’s Brief’), stating as follows: 

Backuound 

1 . In Sprint-Florida’s Post-Hearing Brief (“Sprint-Florida’s Brief ’), Sprint-Florida 

observed, in the section titled “Preliminary Statement,” that FDN had not filed any testimony in 

the Sprint-Florida portion of the proceeding and, except for cost of capital testimony on Issue 

7(c), no other party, including Staff, filed testimony on any of the remaining issues except 

Sprint-Florida.’ Sprint-Florida further observed that the first time FDN made known its position 

on the issues was in its Prehearing Statement. At no time was Sprint-Florida provided an 

opportunity to respond to FDN’s position, except in Sprint-Florida’s Post-Hearing Brief. In any 

event, Sprint-Florida cautioned that FDN would find it difficult to support its positions with 

’ KMC Telecom, Tnc. presented the testimony of its Tallahassee City Director, Frank W. Wood, on what appeared to 
be general rate and rate structure matters but without specifying any particular issue. Mr. Wood unequivocally 
stated that he was not a cost witness and provided no cost testimony. Tr. 253; Ex. 34, page 16. Additionally, KMC 
responded to Staff discovery that it had no opinion on Sprint-Florida’s cost mode1 or its inputs for loadings, material 
costs and copper cables, transport system costs and associated variables, or depreciation. Ex. 33, pages 4 and 5 .  
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record evidence, and that the Conmission should bear that it mind when considering the 

positions in FDN’s Brief. 

2. FDN’s Brief exceeds even Sprint-Florida’s anticipated concerns that FDN would 

rely on “facts” outside of the record. Faced with a lack of record suppoi-t for its position on the 

issues, FDN has engaged in a scavenger hunt for “support” in other places, including “facts” 

from proceedings in other states where Sprint-Florida was not even a party, and even “facts” 

from FDN’s own imagination. None of this “support” qualifies either as record evidence or as 

“competent substantial evidence,’’ and any position unsupported by competent substantial 

evidence must be ignored. Likewise, the fact that the Coinmission routinely administratively 

notices decisions from other regulatory bodies, both state and federal, does not provide FDN 

with the ability to glean “facts” from those other state decisions to suit FDN’s needs in this 

proceeding. Not only might those “facts” be unique to those proceedings, Sprint-Florida was not 

a party to those proceedings and had no ability to cross-examine any witnesses regarding the 

“facts” now proffered by FDN. 

3. As noted, the approach taken by FDN in this proceeding is a dramatic departure 

from traditional Commission practice and places in serious jeopardy the Commission’s ability to 

develop a sound record in future UNE costing and pricing proceedings. If FDN’s approach is in 

anyway countenanced by the Commission, intervenor parties will no longer find it necessary to 

subinit testimony or exhibits. Rather, intervenors will simply “wait in the weeds” until after the 

company’s testimony has been filed and discovery has been completed. Then, for the first time? 

an intervenor will unveil its strategy by submitting positions on the issues in a prehearing 

statement. Having avoided giving the company an opportunity to either challenge the position in 

rebuttal testimony or to cross-examine a witness, the intervenor will then brief those positions 

after the hearings, if any, using whatever “support” it can find, whenever it can find it - in the 
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record or outside the record. The Commission will be placed in the awkward position - as it is 

here - of having to deal with the positions of a party that has provided no record evidence of its 

own or can point to no record evidence of any other party to support those positions. It also 

places the company in the position of having to meet positions on issues after the record is 

closed, relying upon a record which does not contain rebuttal testimony or the cross-examination 

of a live witness defending the intervenor party’s position. 

4. This Commission has always prided itself on the fact that its hearings were live - 

as opposed to paper - and allowed the Commission, its Staff and the parties to develop a 

creditable record. The approach invoked by FDN in this proceeding is the very antithesis of 

developing a record. It is an approach that is loaded with speculation, conjecture and 

conclusions, but short on due process and record evidence. Portions of FDN’s Brief are nothing 

more than the rebuttal testimony it should have filed on January 30, 2002, but did not. As such, 

those portions of FDN’s Brief should be See Order No. PSC-01- 183 0-PCO-TL, 

issued September 11, 2001? (“Order on Motions to Strike and Removing Certain Testimony froin 

Hearing Track“). 

Legal Standard 

5. In order for the Commission to decide the issues in this proceeding, the 

Coiiiinission must weigh the facts and reach its conclusion. The only “facts” available to the 

A “motion to strike” is the apprupriate vehicle for Sprint-Florida to challenge FDN’s failure to provide record 
support for its position on the issues and its inappropriate use of factual findings from other jurisdictions. See Re: 
Metropolitan Fihev Systems of Florida, Ii~c., Docket No. 960757-TP, Order No. PSC-96- I53 1 -FOF-TP, issued 
December 16, 1996 (Commission granted BellSouth’s Motion to Strike Portions of the Post-Hearing Brief of MFS 
on the grounds that the attachments to MFS’ Brief constituted non-record evidence that could not be considered in 
the proceeding). See ulso Rule 28- 106.304, Uniform Rules of Administrative Procedure, which provides that “(a)ll 
requests for relief shall be by motion.” (Emphasis added.) In its Brief, FDN seeks affirmative relief by requesting 
the Commission to reject Sprint-Florida’s “proposed non-recurring and recurring UNE rates and direct Sprint to 
revise such rates in accordance with the recommendations made herein.” FDN’s Brief, p. 56. Yet, at no time has 
FDN provided any basis for its requested relief in a manner to which Sprint-Florida could respond. Even here, 
Sprint-Florida is limiting its Motion to Strike to those portions of FDN’s Brief that allegedly support FDN’s 
positions but the support does not exist in the record and does not comport with established legal and administrative 
standards. 

3 



Cominissioii for its decision-making are those facts that are contained in the record. See, Re: 

Sunray Utilities, Inc., Docket No. 870539-WS, Order No. 25501, issued December 17, 1991 

(“when inaterial which is outside the record is referred to or relied on in tlie brief, the 

Commission simply does not rely on such material, . . .”). The record in this proceeding consists 

of the prefiled testimony of tlie witnesses inserted in the record as though read; tlie exhibits 

which the Commission has admitted into the record; and those decisions and orders for which the 

Commission granted administrative notice. It is unquestioned that the Commission’s decisions 

011 the issues in this proceeding must be based upon “competent, substantial evideiice.” Section 

1 2 0.6 8 (7) (b) . 

6. Substantial evidence has been described as such evidence as will establish a 

substantial basis of fact from which the fact at issue can be reasonably inferred. DeGroot v. 

SheBeZd, 95 So.2d 9 12, 9 16 (Fla. 1957). “Substantial” evidence should also be “competent.” 

This means that the evidence relied upon to sustain the ultimate finding should be sufficiently 

relevant and material that a reasonable mind would accept it as adequate to support the 

coiiclusion reached. Id. at 916. 

7.  More importantly, for the purposes of this Motion, the positioiis proffered by 

FDN inust be supported by record evidence; evidence that is competent, substantial evidence. 

Otherwise, the Commission, even if it were to find FDN’s position appealing, could not adopt 

that position in resolving a particular issue. The alleged support provided by FDN not only falls 

short of the competent, substantial evidence standard, it is not “record evidence” at all. 

’ “(7) The Court shall remand a case to the agency for further proceedings consistent with the court’s decision or set 
aside agency action, as appropriate, when it finds that: 
. . . .  

(b) The agency’s action depends on any finding of fact that is not supported by competent, substantial evidence in 
the record of a hearing conducted pursuant to ss. 120.569 and 120.57; however, the court shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on any disputed finding of fact;” 

4 
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8. On many issues, FDN attempts to “create” factual support by reaching outside the 

record in this proceeding and citing from opinions and findings by other state commissions. This 

use of previously unnoticed decisions is inappropriate and provides no basis for importing 

“facts” from other jurisdictions. Section 90.203, Florida Statutes, provides that a court must take 

judicial notice of any matter in Section 90.202, Florida Statutes, when a party requests it and 

provides timely written notice and sufficient information. Here, however, FDN has neither 

requested administrative notice nor provided timely written notice or sufficient information 

regarding the adininistrative decisions from other j urisdictioiis upon which FDN seeks to use 

“fact” findings. 

9. Even if the so-called “facts” included in orders from other proceedings, regardless 

of the jurisdiction, were otherwise to be included in the record of this proceeding for decision- 

making purposes, those “facts,” nonetheless, must have been made available to Sprint-Florida for 

rebuttal purposes, but they were not. Peoples Baiqk of Indian River County v. State Dept. of 

Banking a d  Finnnce, 395 So.2d 52 1 (Fla. 198 1). Putting aside the fact that Sprint-Florida was 

not a party to any of the other commission decisions from which FDN attempts to extract and 

import “facts,” Sprint-Florida was never provided an opportunity to rebut those “facts” at any 

stage of this proceeding4 To allow FDN to use those “facts,” even if they are correctly 

“administratively noticed,”’ to support its positions on the issues is to deny Sprint-Florida its due 

“All that should be required of an administrative notice is that the information given be ‘clear enough to apprise 
the informed party of the proposed action and the fact on which it hinges - clear enough, in short, to allow the 
preparation of a good defense if one is otherwise available, or clear enough to allow other participation if defense is 
not called for.”’ Hickey v. Wells, 91 S0.2d 206, 208 (Fla. 1956), citing from Schwartz, American Administrative 
Law at page 75. 

See Nielsen 1’. Carney Groves, Inc., 159 So.2d 489, 491 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1964). “The established rule in respect to 
judicial notice is that it should be exercised w i t h  great caution . . . . the rule i s  that the fact that a matter is judicially 
noticed means merely that it is taken as true without the necessity of offering evidence by the party who should 
ordinarily have done so . . .. But, the rule does not prevent an opponent’s disputing the matter by evidence if he 
believes it disputable. Citation omitted. We think the plaintiffs should be afforded an opportunity to dispute by 
evidence the (judjcially noticed fact).” 
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process rights. Citizens of State of Floridu v. Florida Public Service Commission, 3 83 S0.2d 

901,904 (Fla. 1980). 

Portions of FDN’s Post-Hearing Brief to be Stricken 

10. Based upon the foregoing legal standards, Sprint-Florida requests that specific 

portions of FDN’s Brief should be stricken. Because the portions of FDN’s Brief to be stricken 

are numerous, lengthy and interspersed throughout FDN’ s Brief, Sprint-Florida suggests that it 

may be more efficient for the Commission to review the particular offending portions in FDN’s 

Brief itself. Accordingly, attached to this Motion to Strike, as Attachment A, is a copy of FDN’s 

Brief with the portions proposed to be stricken highlighted. 

WHEREFORE, having provided legal, precedential and procedural reasons for why 

portions of FDN’s Brief are inappropriate and should not be considered by the Commission, 

Sprint-Florida respectfully requests that those portions of FDN’s Brief identified in Attachment 

A be stricken. 

Respectfully submitted this 19th day of June, 2002. 

SUSAN MASTERTON 
Sprint-Florida, Tnc. 
P. 0. Box 2214 
Tallahassee, Florida 323 16 
(850) 847-0244 

Tallahassee, Florida 32302 
(850) 224-91 15 

ATTORNEYS FOR SPRINT-FLORIDA 
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Jason Fudge 
Division of Legal Seivices 
Florida Public Service Comn. 
2540 Shuinard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Laura KingiTodd Brown * 
Florida Public Service Cornm. 
2540 Shwiard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Nancy B. White 
c/o Nancy Sims 
BellSouth Teleconmunications 
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Donna C. McNulty 
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1755 Noitli Brown Road 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 

Michael A, Gross 
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246 East 6"' Avenue 
Tallaliassee, FL 32303 

Assoc., Inc. 

Matthew Feil 
Florida Digital Network, Inc. 
390 North Orange Ave., Suite 2000 
Orlando, FL 32801 

Kimberly CaswelI 
Verizon 
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Tampa, FL 33601 -01 10 

Broadslate Networks of Ha., Inc. 
c/o John Spilman 
585 Loblolly Lane 
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2-Tel Commuiications, Inc. 
Joseph McGlothliii 
McWhlrter, Reeves, et al. 
1 17 South Gadsdeii Street 
Tallahassee, FL 3230 1 

Catherine F. Boone 
COVAD 
10 Glenlake Parkway 
Suite 650 
Atlanta, GA 30328 

Charles Beck 
Office of Public Counsel 
c/o The Florida Legislature 
1 1 1 W. Madison Street., Room 8 I2 
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Scott Sapperstein 
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ATTACHMENT A 

BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Investigation into Pricing of 1 Docket No. 990649B-TP 
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General Counsel 
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. I 

INTRODUCTION 

Florida Digital Network, Inc. (“FDN” or “Florida Digital”) hereby submits its 

combined post-hearing statement of issues and positions and post-hearing brief on issues 

in regard to Sprint Florida’s rates, terms and conditions for unbundled network elements 

(“UNEs”).‘ Following the order of issues as set forth in the Prehearing Order, issued 

April 25, 2002, FDN states its position on the issue and then presents argument, if any. 

ISSUE 1: What factors should the Commission consider in establishing rates 
and charges for UNEs (including deaveraged UNEs and UNE 
combinations)? 

FDN: FDN joins in Issue 1 of the Post-Hearing Brief of KMC Telecom 111, LLC 

(“KMC Brief ’). 

ISSUE 2: 

FDN: 

(a) 
what is the appropriate rate structure for deaveraged UNEs? 

What is the appropriate methodology to deaverage UNEs and 

*The Coininissioii should adopt Sprint’s 20% rate band geographic deaveraging 
methodology for the UNE loop costs in Sprint’s sewice territory. The 
Commission inust not approve the application of a deaveraging methodology 
where only a limited iiuinber of geographic areas have the lowest UNE prices 
available and competitive activity is not ecoiioinically viable for ALECs seeking 
to serve outside those small areas. * 

Sprint advocates that "[ais a general principle, rates should be deaveraged to the 

degree necessary to achieve a result wherein the averaged rate does not deviate 

significantly froin the actual forward-looking cost of providing that element anywhere 

within the defined FDN is in agreement with this general principle and is also in 

FDN will be joining in a brief with AT&T and WorldCoin in regard to Verizon’s UNE rates. 
Tr. at 24: 14- 1 7 (Hunsucker Direct at 14: 14- 17); see also, Investigation into Pricing of I/nbundled 

1 

2 

Network Elemeplts, Docket No. 990649-TP, Order No. PSC-0 1 - 1 18 1 -FOF-TP at 39 (May 25,200 1) 
(“BelLSouth UNE Order”)(Unless otherwise specified, citations are to the official version of the BellSouth 
UNE Order). 

- 1 -  
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agreement with the deaveraging methodology that Sprint implements to achieve this 

principle. Sprint constructs a deaveraged rate schedule such that the average rate in each 

zone is no more than 20% higher or 20% less than the forward-looking cost of providing 

that element.3 Utilizing this approach with Sprint’s proposed costs, nine zones are 

created for 2-wire analog 1 0 0 ~ s . ~  FDN does not agree, however, with the steps Sprint 

tales after this point. 

Sprint states that “consistent with the Commission finding in the BellSouth phase 

of this proceeding, Sprint proposes that these nine zones be collapsed into thee  zones 

based upon the Commission finding of administrative ease and level of variation of 

Sprint’s costs.”’ Sprint proposes to “collapse zones one and two into new zone one, 

collapse zones three and four into new zone two and collapse zones, five, six, seven, 

eight aiid nine into new zone three.” This results in 2-wire analog prices of $1 8.58, 

$30.26 aiid $66.91 respectively for zones one to 

This is not the only action that Sprint takes to modify its approach based on its 

perception of what the Commission requires. Sprint, while admitting there is significant 

geographic variation in costs for “unbundled loops, subloops, local ports and local 

switching usage, coininon and dedicated transport, and dark fiber’’ only proposes that 

loops and related combinations be deaveraged. Sprint contends that is what the 

Commission mandated.’ 

Also, rather than apply its banding methodology separately to each UNE, Sprint 

bases the zones for the other UNEs on the wire center breakdown for the 2-wire analog 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Tr. at 24: 22-23 to 25: 1-2 (Hunsucker Direct at 14: 22-23; 15: 1-2). 
Tr. at 5 1 : 1-3 (Hunsucker Supplemental Direct at 5: 1-3). 
Tr. at 5 I : 4-7 (Hunsucker Supplemental Direct at 5: 4-7). 
Tr. at 5 1 : 18-22 (Hunsucker Supplemental Direct at 5: 18-22). 

-2- 
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loop. Wliile admitting that application of the 20% niethodology may not result in the 

same wire centers being in Zone 1 for one element as compared to another: Sprint based 

the zone wire center assignments for all deaveraged elements based on the 2-wire analog 

loop costs." Once again, Sprint felt this is what the Commission required in the 

BellSouth proceeding.' I 

The end result of all these deviations from a true application of a 20% 

methodology is that the zone designations are increasingly detached from the costs of the 

elements. For instance in Zone 1, Sprint witness Mr. Hunsucker notes that after Zone 2 is 

collapsed into Zone 1, the range in wire center costs range from 36% lower than the 

average to 25% higher than the average." What this means is that collapsing results in 

low cost zones that go significantly beyond the 20% average deviation in cost and that 

the resulting rates for those wire centers are too high. For instance, in wire centers 

MTLDFLXADS 1 and TLHSFLXADSO, which together contain over 90,000 Sprint lines, 

the actual 2-wire loop costs are $I 1.78 and $1 1.95 respectively, but CLECs will have to 

pay $18.58 for those l00ps.'~ 

Basing wire center designations for all deaveraged elements on the 2-wire loop 

costs also distorts the rate structure. For instance, MTLDFLXADS 1, TLHSFLXADSO, 

and TLHSFLXERSO are all in zone 1 because the 2-wire loop costs are $1.1.78, $1 I .95, 

and $13.05 respectively, a relatively small range of variance.I4 With respect to DS- 1 

TI-. at 29: 1-13 (Hunsucker Direct at 19: 1-13). 
Ex. No. 15, MRH-1D (Hunsucker Deposition) at 44: 6-12. 
For instance, the wire centers in Zone 1 for a DS-0 loop may not be the same wire centers in Zone 

Ex. No. 15, MRH-ID (Hunsucker Deposition) at  37: 10-25; 38: 1-2. 
Ex. No. 15, MRH-ID (Hunsucker Deposition) at 38: 15-19. 
Ex. No. 15, MRH-ID (Hunsucker Deposition) at 43: 7-9. 
Ex. No, 1, Revised MRH Exhibit 2 at p.1 
Id. 

7 
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9 

1 for a DS-I loop. 
10 

11 

1' 

13 

14 
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loops, however, these three wire centers exhibit an extremely wide range of variance: the 

DS-1 loop costs in those wire centers are $75.92, $95.01 and $980.29 respectively." The 

misplacement of that wire center in regard to DS-1 loop costs would drive up the average 

cost in zone 1 for DS-1 loops. 

Sprint proposes these modifications in the deaveraging methodology in the name 

of administrative efficiency. * While focusing heavily upon administrative efficiency, 

Sprint is losing sight of its own original guiding principle, i. e., that the average rate 

should not deviate significantly from the actual forward looking cost of providing the 

element. The Conimission should ensure that in tilting the scales towards administrative 

efficiency that it does not impede one of the goals of deaveraging, which is to promote 

competition by more accurately reflecting the costs of the elements. Sprint concedes that 

the impact on competition should be a consideration in the application of the deaveraging 

methodology. I 

In the BellSouth proceeding, FDN has noted how the deaveraging methodology 

actually applied impeded rather than promoted competition." The Comniissioii must 

examine if the zone breakdown of wire centers and the particular UNE rates in those 

zones will advance competition in Florida. The Comniissioii should either strictly follow 

the 20% methodology and allow nine zones for 2-wire loops,'' and determine the 

appropriate number of zones and zone costs for each deaveraged element, or it should 

factor in competitive considerations as well. If the Commission will allow Sprint to 

Id. 
Ex. No. 15, MRH-ID (Hunsucker Deposition) at 38: 10-14; 42: 14-17. 
Ex. No. 15, M W - l D  (Hunsucker Deposition) at 41: 16-21; Tr. at 26: 7-9 (Wunsucker Direct at 

Docket No. 990649A-TP, Post Hearing Brief of Florida Digital Network, lnc. at 2-4 (April 11, 

15 

16 

17 

16: 7-9). 
18 

2002). 
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deviate from its methodology for administrative considerations, then it should also 

consider deviations from the methodology that will ensure that conipetition will be 

promoted. For instance, if after the zones are collapsed, there are too few wire centers in 

zone 1 or the rate in zone 1 is too high to promote competition, then the Commission 

should require the placement of more wire centers in zone 1 and/or the lowering of the 

zone I rate. In  addition, if the Commission requires Sprint to make adjustments to its cost 

inputs in this proceeding, Sprint should be required to reapply the 20% methodology and 

redefine wire center designations based on the final costs elicited in this proceeding2' 

(b) 

FDN: 

For which of the following UNEs should the Commission set 
deaveraged rates? 

(1) loops (all); 
(2) local switching; 
(3) interoffice transport (dedicated 

(4) other (including combinations). 
and shared); 

*All loops, subloops, interoffice transport and UNE coinbinations containing 
loops, subloops and/or transport demonstrate cost differences between different 
geographic areas for those UNEs. The Commission should consider separate 
UNE deaveraging, but at a miniiiiuni should deaverage all loops, subloops, and 
coin b i 11 at i on s coil ta i 11 in g loops or sub 1 oops . * 

As noted above, Sprint concedes that there are significant geographical cost 

variations for subloops and transport in addition to loops and UNE combinations. Yet 

Sprint only proposes to deaverage loop and UNE combinations. In the BellSouth 

proceeding, Sprint initially advocated that other elements with geographic cost variations 

such as transport should be deaveraged as Because Sprint subsequently withdrew 

Sprint concedes the more bands there are the lower the prices in  the lower bands. Tr. at 38 

Sprint admits that changes to the cost methodology may impact the wire center breakdown. Ex. 

Ex. No. 15, MRH- 1D (Hunsucker Deposition) at 44: 6-1 2 ;  BellSozith UNE Order at 40. 

19 

(Hunsucker Direct at 28: 23-24). 

No. I 5 ,  M W -  1 D (Hunsucker Deposition) at 5 1 : 19-2 1. 
20 

21 

- 5 -  
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that request, the Comniission did not require other elements to be deaveraged.22 Since 

these transport and subloop elements have significant geographic cost variations, the 

Commission should at least consider that they be deaveraged.. 

In addition, while admitting that there is a significant geographic cost variation 

for dark fiber loops, Sprint does not deaverage these rates.23 The Commission explicitly 

required that all loops below DS3 be deaveraged, so Sprint should be required to 

deaverage dark fiber Alternatively, FDN does not oppose a determination where 

only UNE loops and UNE subloops would be deaveraged, including any coinbiiiatioiis 

that include those UNE loops or subloops. UNE loops would include 2-wire, 4-wire and 

DS-1 loops and UNE subloops would include 2-wire and 4-wire feeder, 2-wire and 4- 

wire distribution, and 2-wire and 4-wire drop. 

ISSUE 3: (a) What are xDSL capable loops? 

(b) 
based on loop length and/or the particular DSL technology to be 
deployed? 
*xDSL-capable loops are loops that are capable of providing xDSL services over 
both copper, fiber and mixed coppedfiber facilities without any modification. 
FDN's position is that a cost study should not make any distinction based 017 loop 
length and/or the particular DSL technology to be deployed.* 

Should a cost study €or xDSL-capable loops make distinctions 

FDN: 

See Issue 11. 

ISSUE 4: (a) Which subloop elements, if any, should be unbundled in this 
proceeding, and how should prices be set? 

(b) How should access to such subloop elements be 
provided, and how should prices be set? 

Id.; BellSouth UNE Order at 42. 
Ex. No. 15, MRH-1D (Hunsucker Deposition) at 49: 8-13. 
BellSozith UNE Order at 42. 

22 

23 

24 
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FDN: 

ISSUE 5: 

FDN: 

ISSUE 6:  

FDN: 

ISSUE 7: 

FDN: 

;kPer the discussioii in Issue 2, subloop rates should be geographically 
deaveraged. Sprint should be required to provide the same subloop elements that 
the Commission required BellSouth to provide in Docket No. 990649A-TP.* 

See Issue 2. 

For which signaling networks and call-related databases should rates 
be set? 

Stipulate to Sprint position. 

Under what circumstances, if any, is it appropriate to recover non- 
recurring costs through recurring rates? 

Stipulate to Sprint positioii. 

What are the appropriate assumptions and inputs for the following 
items to be used in the forward-looking recurring UNE cost studies? 

(a) network design (including customer location assumptions); 

*The SLCM utilizes a grid approach that does not reflect the most cost-effective 
method of distributing customers into serving areas. The Commissioii should 
require Sprint to use a clustering iiiethodology to determine serving areas. Sprint 
should model its rates for stand-alone uiibundled loops on use of IDLC." 

Loop investment in the Sprint TELRIC UNE Model is determined in a module 

called the Sprint Loop Cost Model (SLCM), which is based upon the Benchmark Cost 

Proxy Model (BCPM).2' The FCC ;made a number:of ~, determingtidns ~ 'about the BCPM 

pIatforpi in its evaluatibn of USF ~.models.. 111 the:Fifth Re~bG and Order on  USE^ (FCC 

impact of outside plant. design o n  total-network inqestmedt: 

Outside plant, or loop plant, rather than switching and interoffice transpckt " "  , 

plant, constitutes the largest portion of total network investment, 
particularly in rural areas. Engineering assumptions about outside plant 
significantly affect service qyality. The design of outside plant facilities 

Ex. No. 11, Sprint-Stip-2-24-26 (Sprint Response to FDN Interrogatory No, 7) While claiming it 
is a modified version of the BCPM, the aspectspfihe BCP.M'thd the PCC found problematic in 
the BCPM reinah unmodified in the SLCM. 

25 
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depends heavily on the location of customers relative to the wire ceritef. 
Thus, the most significant portions of network costs will be determined 
using- the niodeX‘s customer location module, which locates customers, and 
the outside plant design module, which designs the network efficiently to 
serve those customers . . . . 26 

Each model has st method for determining where customers are located. 
The issues raised are whether to use actual geocode data, to the extent they 
are available, and what  method to use for determining surrogate customer 
locations where geocode data are not available. We conclude that HAT’S 
proposal to use actual geocode data, to the extent that they are 
available, is the preferred approach, and BCPM’s proposal that we 
use road network information to determine customer location where 
nctuaE data are not available, rovides the most reasonable method for 
determining customer locations?’ [emphasis added] 

We conclude that a model is most likely to select the least-cost, most- 
efficient outside plant design if it uses the most accurate data for locating 
customers within wire centers, aid that the most accurate data for locating 
customers within wire centers are precise latitude and longitude 
coordinates for those customers’ locations. 28 

Sprint’s customer locatioii process takes mapped census block data as to 

households and housing units and overlays the mapped data with a series of “microgrids”. 

All customer density information is calculated at this microgrid level and aggregated.29 

Significantly, however, Sprint’s SLCM fails to use geocoded data for customer 

locations despite the availability of such inforniation. In fact, Sprint did input geocoded 

JM the Mutter of Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Servtke, CC Dock& Nos. 96-45 and 971 

Plufiwm Order, 1 3 1 .  HA1 is a12 alternative cost model that had been proposed by AT&T and 

Platf0i.m Order, 733.  
EX. IO, ~print:Stip-1-280 (Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory NO. I I 5 ) .  

26 

160, Fifth Report & Order, FCC 98-279,q 27 (Oct. 28, 1998) (‘‘Plu~0m7 Order ’y. 

MCT. 
27 

28 

29 
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data for DS-3 customers into its SLCM, but not for other  customer^.^' Sprint concedes 

that use of geocoded data would enable it to place the customer geographically down to 

the microgrid that the address maps to." Sprint contends that the reason it did not 

geocode data for other services was because it was "less critical" to understand the 

specific customer site for those services, , >  FCC clearly found < -  ~ use of getbded' da& 

If las Sprint suggestSikhere r ,  are " I  ^ I  areas, I such ils, rizi;al'ireas, where gkbodded 

accuracy I :. were' . ,  instead sumgated ,~ $&ugh^:use of road network I 1>' idorri~ation.~~ ~ . Sprint 

likewise shod,d ,be required tb,use~availa~~e.ge~coded :data . to * .  the' full extent possible. 

BeJL Southnofed that an ovgaIl geocqde . I  success rate: bf 9 1 % was a&kved:in 

I3 61-1s ohth ' s ..F ldrida territory':35 

Once customers are located, the next issue is how they should be grouped. The 

FCC noted: 

Once customer locations have been identified, each model must determine 
how to group and serve those customers in an efficient and technologically 
reasonable manner. A model will most fully comply with the criteria in 
the Universal Service Order if it uses customer location ii~orination to the 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 45: 3-8; see also, Ex. 10, Sprint-Stip- 1-28 1 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-1D (Dickerson Deposition) at 45: 7-1 8. 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 63: 13-19. 

Id. 

30 

(Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 116) 
31 

j2: '. ~ I' ' BelISbuth UNE Orderat '1 3Q-13 1 9 ,  

33 I ' 

. BelL'$oiit?&YVE Order at. I 30- 13 1 ; 34 ,' ' 

3s ' 
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full extent possible iii determining how to seive multiple customers using 
a single set of electronics. Moreover, the model should strive to group 
customers in a manner that will allow efficient service. As discussed 
below, we conclude that a clustering approach, as first proposed by 
HA1 in this proceeding, is'superior to a grid-based methodology in 
modeling customer serving areas accurately and efficiently. In 
addition, we coiiclude that the federal high cost mechanism should use the 
HCPM clustering module.36 [emphasis added] 

In comparing grid-based vs. clustering approaches, the FCC concluded: 

The advantage of the clustering approach to creating serving areas is that it 
can identify natural groupings of customers. That is, because clustering 
does not iinpose arbitrary serving area boundaries, customers that are 
located near each other, or that it makes sense from a technological 
perspective to serve together, may be served by the same facilities. There 
are two main engineering coiistraints that must be accounted for in any 
clustering approach to grouping customers in service areas. Clustering 
algorithms attempt to group customers on the basis of both a distance 
constraint, so that no customer is farther from a DLC than is permitted by 
the maximuin distance over which the supported services can be provided. 
on copper wire, and on the basis of the maximum number of customers in 
a serving area, which depends on the maximum number of lilies that can 
be coniiected to a DLC remote terminal. In contrast, the chief advantage of 
the gridding approach is its simplicity. Placing a uniform grid over a 
populated area, and concluding that any customers that fall within a given 
grid cell will be served together, is simpler to program than an algorithm 
that identifies natural groupings of customers. The simplicity of the grid- 
based approach, however, can generate significant artificial costs. 
Because a simple grid cannot account for actual groupings of 
customers, grid boundaries may cut across natural population 
clusters. Serving areas based on grids may therefore require separate 
facilities to serve customers that are in close proximity, but that 
happen to fall in different grids. The worst-case scenario would 
involve a natural cluster of customers that, given distance and 
engineering constraints, could be served as a single serving area but 
that happened to be centered over the intersection of a set of grid 
lines, as shown below. 

" "  Platform Order, 1,42. 
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This would result in the division of the natural population cluster into four 
serving areas instead of oiie. As a result, a gridding approach c a n ”  
reflect the most cost-effective method of distributing customers into 
serving areas. In order best to meet the Universal Service Order’s criteria, 
we conclude that the federal mechanism should use a clustering 
methodology, rather than a grid-based methodology, to determine serving 

[emphasis added] 

Sprint uses a grid approach instead of a clustering approach.38 While Sprint witness 

Dickerson contended that it is the particular cost inputs into cost models that are the 

significant determinants of cost as opposed to clustering vs. gridding approaches,39 he 

admitted to being uncertain about whether grid boundaries may cut across natural 

population clusters .40 Tlius, Sprintin .developing its ’cost model did not consider -the very 

aspect of. the grid. approach that the PCC found to render ~ the approach problematic,, This 

Coniinission should mandate that Sprint use a clustering approach. BellSouth used‘ a 

cluijtering approach to its cost, mddel,4’. and as the Commission cbnimented in regard to 

Bell’South’ s modeling: 

Fundamentally, this issue pertains to the appropriate network design that 
should be modeled for outside plant, and how best to account for customer 
locations when inodeling such outside plant. As noted earlier, the parties 
are in general agreement that BellSouth’s new loop model, the BSTLM, 

-” ~ ~P’l@.oum Oider, 7% 45-46; 
E x .  No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 64: 5-9. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-1D (Dickerson Deposition) at 64: 10-19. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-1D (Dickerson Deposition) at 65: 3-5. 
BellSouth UNE Order ai i33, 

38 

39 

40 

4 1 -  ~ 
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has tlie capability to generate realistic esti,$ate$3f j ,  
” % the’ahount of outiidk I ’  

plant required to provision services.42 

Sprint also uses a different network design configuration for stand-alone W E  

loops as opposed to loops provided via the WE-Platform. Sprint models stand-alone 

loops based on use of universal digital loop carrier.43 For UNE-P loops and for its own 

retail loops, Sprint notes that “the DLC inputs are appropriately modified to reflect a 

lower-cost GR-3 03 Integrated DLC (IDLC) c~nfiguration.”~~ As Sprint itself has noted, 

tlie IDLC is a much lower cost c~nfigurat ion,~~ Specifically use of IDLC eliminates the 

need for central office terminals and DS-0 line cards, thus reducing the cost of DLC 

inputs.46 Sprint contends that it does not model IDLC for unbundled loops because it is 

not technically feasible to provide a single uizbundled loop path for loops served by 

DLCS.~’ Sprint does, however, concede that it could provide an ALEC an unbundled DS- 

1 loop where IDLC is utilized.48 

The FCC has found, however,;that< given technological advances, use of DLC 

does not inhibit the ability to prqvide an ynbyndledpice - I .  
loop nor does it irihlbit the 

ability:.to provide DSL over loops served. .by;DLC. TXe F,CC noted that; 

BellSouth- UNE Or@+& 1.53. 
Tr. at 79: 17-21 (Dickerson Direct at 19: 17-21); Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 

Tr. at 79: 2 1-24 (Dickerson Direct at 19: 2 1-24); Ex. No. 14, KWD- 1 D (Dickerson Deposition) at 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 42: 4-5. 
Tr. at 80: 3-5 (Dickerson Direct at 20: 3-5). 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-1D (Dickerson Deposition) at 42: 5-8. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-1D (Dickerson Deposition) at 42: 19-25. 

42 ’ 

43 

41: 16-21. 
44 

43: 19-22. 
45 

46 

47 

48 
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[alii ADSL Digital Line Unit Card (ADLU Card) integrates ADSL and 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) capabilities into the DLC system 
and can be plugged into a DLC system to provide advanced services. The 
ADLU card provides functionality similar to a DSLAM, although it also 
contains voice capabilities I .  and a spectpm splitter fun~tionality.4~ 

SBC’s iricumbent LECs will provide the integrated voice and data 
configuration by offering carriers the underlying voice loop over its 
NGDLC systems delivered directly to the Main Distributioii Frame (or a 
higher-speed frame, such as a DSX-1 or DSX-3 cross-connect frame) in 
their central offices and combining tliat loop with the Broadband Offering. 
The Combined Voice and Data Offering will provide carriers the ability to 
use the voice portion of the loop just as they would any other voice loop, 
while complementing their offering with the capability to provide the 
ADSL service made available by SBC’s incumbent LECs. Carriers will 
order SBC’s combination offering in the sane maimer as they order its 
Broadband Offeri~ig.~’ 

Sprint states that it eiivisions deploying a network that will support multiple 

services and has begun deploying such a network in “very limited locations and 

q~antities.’’~ Thus, any issues of teclmical feasibility should now be moot. 

hquiry Concerning the Deploymei~t of Advanced Telecon?n?unicarions Capability to All 49 

Americuns in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deplo-ynzent 
Pursuant fo Secliorz 706 qf h e  Telecommui?icafioI?s Act of 199G, CC Docket No. 98- 146, Third Report, 
Appendix B at 7 29 (Feb. G, 2002). 

I n  the h4atter of Aineritech Coip., Trarisferor; arid SBC Comnivnicatiom, h e , ,  Transferee, fur 
Co”2.1 to Transfer Control of Corporations HoldijTg Conmission Licenses and Lines Pzmuaulf to Seelions 
214 clnd 310(d) of [he Communications Aci and Parts 5, 22, 24, 25, 63, 90, 95, and 101 of ihe Commission 
Rules, CC Docket No. 98-141, ASD File No. 99-49, Second Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 00- 
336,147 (Sept. 8, 2000)(‘cPProjecf Pronto Order”), 
51 

to the FCC: 

50 

Ex. IO, Sprint-Stip-1-362-363 (Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 177). Sprint has stated 

For example, last year Sprint’s incumbent Local Division announced an ambitious plan that will convert its 
entire network from a cil-cuit-switched network to a packet network. This conversion includes the 
replacement of its older generation digital loop carriers, which are classified as loop plant. The new 
technology, while similar to SBC’s Project Pronto architecture, is different in that voice services will be 
packetized and switched with ATM switches, as are the data services. The common platforin will be used 
to provide voice, high-speed data, and advanced services. 
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One of the most critical decisions in this docket deals with the percentage 
of digital loop carrier (DLC) assumed in the [Verizon cost] model. 
Verizon assumes that on a forward looking basis, its network will be 
comprised of 60% DLC and the remaining being 40% end -to-end copper. 
The Board is, however, concerned that, of the 60% DLC, 83% is universal 
digital loop carrier (UDLC) and the remaining 17% is integrated digital 
loop carrier (IDLC). Verizon had argued that a higher percentage of 
UDLC is required to serve stand-alone unbundled loops. However, in 
Verizon's existing network, the 17% DLC is coinprised of 7% IDLC and 
10% UDLC and close to 83% is end-to-end copper. Said another way, of 
the 17% DLC currently in Verizoii's network, 59% is UDLC while the 
remaiiiiiig is ZDLC. The Board supports Verizon' s assumption that 
designs a forwadhoking network that includes a greater percentage of 
DLC systems. However?' Verizon inappropriately iiicludes UDLC in its 
designs. It is not reasonable that carrier, such as Verizon, would suggest 
that its percentage of DLC will increase in a forward looking network 
froiii 17% to 60% and then only include 10% deployment of a modern, 
technologically superior DLC system such as IDLC. Therefore, . . .the 
Board FINDS that the use of 100% IDLC is an appropriate and realistic 
forward-looking assumption.53 

I To further support a: 1.00%& TDLC assiain$tio.n' in Sprint's'ast model, the Michigan 

public Seryice Co&issim concluded that the use of IDLC techblogy: '%hould . "  be 

assumed for the pufpose &€,&termining the ," kost.Gfhndled I and unbundled loops aiid the 

Review of the Section 2.51 Unbundlij7g Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers, CC Docltet No. 
01-338, Comments of Sprint Corporation at 18-19 (April 5,2002) (L'Sprint U N E  Review Comments"). 

In the Matier of the Board's Review of Unbundled Network ElemerTts Rates, Terms and Conditions 52 

of Bell Aflantic New Jersey, Inc., Docket No. T000060356, Summary Order of Approval, at 6 (N.J. B.P.U. 
Dec. 17, 2001) ("NJBPU 12/17/01 S'iimmu~ Order.").. 

'NJBPU !2/17/011'S1.4mrriary Order at.6 (empha$s,in original). 53 I . , ,  

- .  
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inthat manner ’ ^  . ’ in I Hawaii 1 )  I I f15 ’ 
The FCC’s regulations, recently upheld by the United States Supreme Court,j6 

provide that UNE costs must be “based on the use of the most efficient 

telecommunications technology currently available.”57 These regulations also require 

that prices for interconnection and access to unbundled elements should be developed 

from a “forward-looking economic cost methodology based on the most eficient 

technology deployed in the incumbent LEC ’s current wire center locations.”58 Clearly, as 

part of Sprint’s own technology, IDLC is currently available and has played an 

increasingly important role throughout the footprint of Sprint’ s network. 59 Indeed, 

whether Sprint currently deploys IDLC for unbundled loops is irrelevant. The Supreme 

Court upheld TELRIC’s calculation of “the forward-looking cost by reference to a 

hypothetical, most efficient element at existing wire centers, not the actual network 

element being provided.””’ If the Commission continues allows Sprint to assume the use 

of more expensive technology to be used by its competitors while it can use cheaper 

In ~Iie Matter, On the Conimissim ’s Own Motion, to Consider the Total SeFvice Long Run 
Increineritnl Costs for All Access, Toll, and Local Exchnnge Sewice Provided by Ameritech Michigm, Case 
No. U- 1 183 1 at 3 (Aug. 3 1,2000) (,‘MI IDLC Decision”). 

54 

55,-  ~; Jd. 
56 

at 34 (May 13,2002). 
Verizon Cuinmlrni~qt~oPls;’Innc., e! al.; v. ,FCC, qocket Nos. 00-5 1 1 and consalidiited’cases, % 

, ”  slip o& 

47 C.F.R. 8 Sl.SOS(b)(l). 

First Report and Order, FCC 96-325 at 7 6 8 5  (emphasis added); see also 47 C.F.R. 5 

See Tr. at 79-80 (Dickerson Direct at 19-20). 
Verizon, slip op. at 29. 

57 

58 

5 1.505(b)( 1) .  
59 

60 
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technology for its own services, it is unlikely Sprint would ever deploy cheaper 

technology for its competitors' use. 

(b) depreciation ; 

FDN: Stipulate to Sprint position. 

(c) cost of capital; 

FDN: "The Commission should reject Sprint's use of a 12.26% cost of capital 
and should require Sprint to re-run i t s  cost studies using a cost of capital 
no higher than the 10.24% approved for BellSouth.* 

FDN joins in Issue 7(c ) of the Brief of 2-Tel Communications, Inc. 

(d) tax rates; 

FDN: Stipulate to Sprint position. 

(e )  structure sharing; 

FDN: *The Commission should apply the FCC's structure sharing percentages. 
Understating the structure sharing percentages increases the investment cost in 
the model since the telephoiie company bears inore than its forward-looking 
share of the structure costs.* 

The FCC determined that, the. following struct~re; shariiig :percent&ges were appropriate 

for USF detemination: 

We adopt the following structure sharing percentages that represent what 
we fiiid is a reasonable share of structure costs to be iiicurred by the 
telephone coiiipany . For aerial structure, we assign 50 percent of structure 
cost in density zones 1-6 and 35 percent of the costs in density zones 7-9 
to the telephone company. For underground and buried structure, we 
assign 100 percent of the cost in density zones 1-2, 85 percent of the cost 
in density zone 3, 65 percent of the cost in density zones 4-6, and 55 
percent of the cost in density zones 7-9 to the telephone company."' 

I n  The Matters Of Federal-Slate Joint Board On Universal Service And Forwcisd Looking GI 

Mechanisni For High Cost Support For Non-Rznnl LECs, CC Docket Nos. 96-45 And 97-1 60, Tenth 
Report & Order, FCC 99-304, qv 241,243 (Nov. 2, 1999) 
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Understating the structure sharing percentages increases the investment cost in the model 

since the telephone company bears more than its forward-looking share of the structure 

costs. 

Sprint assumes the following structure sharing percentages: 

90% assigned to Sprint / only 10% assigned to other utilities for underground 
feeder and distribution. Sprint says this percentage exceeds its current structure 
sharing experience. This is not consistent with the FCC's USF determination as 
noted above. 
100% assigned to Sprint for buried feeder and distribution because it says sharing 
will not occur with buried feeder and distribution. When plowing, the trench is 
closed over during the placement of the cable, thus eliminating the possibility of 
other entities placing cables in the same trench. This is consistent with the FCC's 
USF determination only in zones 1-2 as noted above.62 

The Commission should conform Sprint's structure sharing percentages to those utilized 

by the FCC. 

(f) fill factors; 

FDN: *Sprint's fill factors are generally too low and do not reflect a 
forward-looking, least-cost network built for a reasonable projection of 
actual demand. The Commission should find the fill factors to be no lower 
than 85%. Sprint's assumptions as to residential and business lines far 
exceed current levels of demand.* 

The engineering fill factor gr % ,  c;apacity? utilization assumptio-ns empl? yed by Sprint 

in ;ttS UNE cost models are dkrived directly from the utilization,'of the enibedded network: 

TELRTC, by coatrast, hypothesizes j ,  an ~, e€ficiien! provider o€ telephone. I~ ser%ices. ~ Because 

the new provider is ,not encumbered by Sprint's , A >  errhedded I plant codfiguration (other than 

as Mre center, location),  it cah develop . "  aii effic.ienF design that will be abk to  achieve 

hcgher utilizatibn levels "than 'Sprkt's.embedded , I  . plant,' ' The,FcC:heldvthat: 

Per-unit costs shall be derived from total costs using reasonably accurate 
"fill factors'' (estimates of the proportion of a facility that will be "filled" 

See Tr. at 7 1 : 5-20 (Dickerson Direct at 1 1 : 5-20) for Sprint's structure sharing inputs. 62 
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with network usage); that is, the per-unit costs associated with a particular 
element must be derived by dividing the total cost associated with the 
element by a reasonable projection of the actual total usage of the 

ernent.63 

Sprint i‘s not‘basing its fill factdys, on a ‘‘reiisonable ps6jection”.b€ the usage ,. of the 

actud , ., current -usage,of,iti embedded . >  I -  n&kO;;k. 

Far distribution casle, ~ Sp’rint uses <a $11 €actor I , o f  1,00%:~ ThiS > .  is, ~hotvqver, 

deceptive,, as it based .on an assumption’ Of hu’,  pairs per huuskhbld, each ofiwhidj ,is 

wired back to the serving area interface.64 Thus, ‘ / >  if a new streetahas 40 houses, with two 

pairs per house, Sprint would need to ideplby $@pairs. Spriht notes that it rounds y to 

the,:next highest cable size6’ ’Thus, for-, cake of this example, 3 ,  . Sprint yquld place a 190 

pair cable. As this Clommikion, , .  noted< ” 1 hi ,its , US?:’proceeding; .I 

This has the effect of increasing the number of pairs available for use 
because this “real world” constraint means that the cable installed will 
never be less than the number of pairs needed, but is likely to be greater 
than the iiuinber of pairs needed, thus generating additional spare capacity. 
Therefore, it is not possible to derive the actual fill factor by simply 
dividing the cable sizing factor by the number of pairs per housing unit. 
For example, a 100 percent cable sizing factor divided by two pairs per 
housing unit means that the highest the fill factor can be is 50 percent. It 
is likely to be something less, such as the 40 to 50 percent fill factor that 
BellSouth and Sprint calculate from their inputs.66 

The Commission noted that: 

We again emphasize that this proceeding is to develop the forward- 
looking economic cost of basic service in Florida, which is defined as flat 

Implementdon ofthe Local Cornpefif ion Provisions in h e  Teleconimzrnications Act of 1996, and 
I/iterconnection Between Local Exchange Carriers and Cainmevcial Mobile Radio Service Providers, First 
Report and Order, CC Docket. No. 96-98, CC Docket No. 95-1 85 ,  11 FCC Record 15499, f 682 (1996) 
(Locul Competition Order) (subsequent history omitted). 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 14: 1-4. 
Tr. at 74: 16-20 (Dickerson Direct) at 14: 16-20. 
Determination of the cost of basic tel~communications service, Docket No. 980696-TP, Order No. 

63 

64 
65 

GG 

PSC-99-0068-FOF-TP, 1999 WL 1 12536, *77 (Jan. 7, 1999) (“FL USF Order”). 
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rate residerice,ahd single-lihe flat rate,.business. _ _  We agree that spqe . 1. 

capacity is essential in th6 construction of every network,' even a 
hypo&eticIcl netwoik. Neve&-ieless, we disagree >$hat sirriply because 
BellSouth's actual distribut'ion~fill factor is 41.3vpercent, for example, that 
the effective fill' f3ctor in a fonvard-loo&g economic cost proxy mode! 
should dso,.&e 41.3 -percent. :Furthermore, BellSduth itselfis not placing 
two pairs per hau$ng.unit, rather it is placing 1.4 to I :5 pairs. We also 
disagree with Sprint's. contention that a. f 5-20 percent second, line 
penetration rate translates today into a two pairs per housing unit 
assumption. 67 

In Sprint's case, Sprint states that its actual utilization factor for distribution cable 

runs froin lows in the 30s to highs in the 4 0 d 8  The Commission concluded that: 

We are not persuaded by either BellSouth or Sprint that two pairs per 
housing unit is appropriate as an input to this model. Certainly, spare 
capacity is necessary, but the cable sizing factor can be used to ensure 
adequate spare capacity. Likewise, we do not agree that CTEFL's 2.5 
pairs per housing unit represents what an eficient provider would 
provision. The LECs seem to base their arguments 011 the projected 
ongoing increase in additional household telephone lines. We agree that 
the penetration of second lines has increased and is likely to increase. But 
it is too early to conclude that a current 15 or 20 percent second line 
penetration rate means that a: forward-looking economic cost model should 
reflect at least two pairs per housing unit. We note that this proceeding is 
not to determine the actual cost faced by any of these LECS, but is rather 
to estimate the forward-looking cost of an eficient provider building a 
scorched node network all at once, all at the same time. AT&T/MCI 
witness Wells notes that with AT&T/MCI's proposed inputs, there are 
approximately 40 spare lines for each group of 60 customers. We are 
persuaded by AT&T/MCZ that €or the inputs to the distribution fill factor, 
an efficient provider building a scorched node network would not use two 
or 2.5 pairs per housing unit, thus providing approximately 60 spare lines 
for every 40 lines in service. Therefore, we agree with AT&T/MCI that 
the number of residential pairs per unit should be 1 S.69 
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All three LECs proposed six pairs per business, with AT&T/MCI’s 
counter at three pairs per business location. As stated earlier, witness 
Wells believes that because “the actual number of lines are modeled for 
large businesses,” tlie number of pairs per business should be reduced 
froin the LECs’ proposed six, to thee pairs. We have no evidence 011 
what the average number of lines is per small business location. 
According to BellSouth, BCPM 3 a 1 “uses the actual: nuiiiber of business 
lines if it exceeds the user adjustable line per business location (currently 
set at 6)? Since the model overrides ths  user adjustable input if 
necessary, we do not believe that it is necessary to input six pairs per 
business. Therefore, we are persuaded that a smaller number of pairs per 
business location may be safely input into the model. Upon consideration, 
we shall require that three pairs per business location be used.70 

The C&mmission*should likewise r+qhire that . >  threelijairs her 3 .  bbxsiiess location be used. 

Sprint’s average fill for copper feeder cables is 50.67%.” hi cdritra!t, Beli’South 

used a. feeder .~ fill of 74%,72 Wliile Sprint seeks to justify this difference by claiming that it 

operates in more rural areas than BellSouth, Sprint’s own data does not support this 

claim.73 In its Density Cable Sizing Factor Table, Sprint uses higher cable fill factors in 

the lowest density zone (zone 1 or density of zero lines) than it does in tlie highest density 

zone (zone 9 or 10001 lines).74 

70 I -  I Id. 
Tr. at 73: 11-14 (Dickerson Direct at 13: 11-14). 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 15: 4-10. 
See Ex. No. 1 1, Sprint-Stip-2-30 (Sprint Response to FDN Interrogatory Number 11). 

71 ’ 

7~2 , I EelJ;l;buth: WNE Order at~.l‘95, 
7: 

74 
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manufactured cable sizes. Assumirig. I ^  I five yeafs 6f grbwth 3 .  pri<r t6 reinforcemeht, the fijl 

89.5%. ~ Jf reinforcing 3 ,   as' assumed'to I ^  ~ take place after. three yeaus,:inste$a~bf~fiv'e,, the fill 

factor would decline o v e r i i ~ e f r o m  97%b 88%,'for an.average fill faitop of 92.5%; A 

utilizatibn rat& of 8 5% is therefore conservative and provides f6.r ~gowth, 'chum and 

For fiber facilities, Sprint utilizes a fill factor of 75%.78 The figure is derived from 

Sprint's embedded netw01-k.~~ Sprint:provides , 1~ ho justification for its I use:of I _  an embedded 

fiber , I  fill for a foryard-looking . j  cost: 1 ,  study: ~ Further, I while , I  relying ,on its,embedded 

Sprint states that its average lead time for expanding capacity is one year. Ex. 10, Sprint-Stip-1-90 

See Docket+. 990949-?r4", .Order,No,I;PSC-Ol-I tSl;FQF-P, 2001WL A I  540804,'* 109 (Fl..PS? 

If the reliefjob were completed when utilization was 99%, utilization after relief would declirie to 

75 

(Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 3 5). 
76 

May 25,2001). 

84%. Moreover, if only three years of spare capacity were provided of a route with 99% fill, utilization 
would decline to 90%. 

77 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 33: 10-12, 
Ex. No. 14, KWD- 1 D (Dickerson Deposition) at 9: 8-10, 

78 

79 
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htilizatiori expe$ence, Sprint';ignqrFs: t4efacf > .,% that-it I has ilanried , usis I. " for < '&?'spare ' I  fiber in 

i j s  I ,  .&bedded :ne'fwork, . _ _  'Fok " iastanke, as noted abbve, Sprint will be%:providing servi'ces 

s u c h s  voicemid DSL. dver ,fiber:faciIities:~ % ,  The Spare: fib6rwilX a h b e  (cr at least cag 

bq] " >  'u&$for- Sprint's I, d&rk:'fiber . o€feringg. 

Sprint ckriot, legit'i~ately I >  ' .  cbnkndr , ,  that 'its - >  iu r re~t  fiber ut&zdtipn,rak 'bill Yemain 

cpnitmt , . _  'in the forwardhking , A  I ,  ,aqt.;Vofk, I .while .. simultancovisly , /  taking' $tqi$ to offkr 

servicesthat wil!:,neoessdy increase its ament utilization of fiber. 'Eveii .more 

important, Spri~it's ,inclus@n -of the cost,.~€f's~?~~'':fiber .in i t s  basic loap I "  and I transport 

cost'studies md its separate. inGIusion of all of the, same inveshent and operating cost for 

that fibei-and themsbciated structure-in its dark fiber study results in' double munting 

of the same costs. 
,_ ~ . ,  . >  

Because , the I, tec)lnobgy; is 'rapidly evojying, " ^  fibers 'wil€ be conipletdy 'utilized for 

a,vqiety of transdssi6n ,. services. The - 3  key.'io. thes.e;advanced'systems' lies in using the 

eViIsting' fibers. These-transmissibn . % systems ademerging ih the network; today,' , I  bas: D'enSe 

Wave < I  Division;Multiplexi,ng ' Î " I  (,!'DWDM'') ,~ is de$byed: Sprint also ,admits t b t  the fiber- 

based ,DIE' systek it is deploying- ,will be easily engineered to achieve a higher level of 

I It is therefore appropriatk to' assume. a utilization of at least 90% ,fbr fiber cable on 

a forward-fooking . ,  basis. 

Sprint proposes a factor of 75% for a dark fiber loop, IOF and channel 

termination.81 As noted above, the available dark fiber in Sprint's &work is precisely the 

same fiberthat is included-as spare in Sprint's 5 "  loop and interoffice facility cost 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 33: 1-3;82: 1-6. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 65: 10-14. 

S O  
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made a convincing argument that Pacific Bell? s analysis results in double 
counting of investment costs. According to [MCImetro], Pacific's 
analysis goes astray because Pacific fails to account for tbe nature o f  the 
dark fiber UNE, whch is fundamentally different from other UNEs. By 
definition, dark fiber is spare facilities that Verizon placed based on 
Pacific's own estimates of its expected demand for its services. Because 
the TELRIC studies that this Commission adopted for the W E  loop were 
based on total demand, all the cost for the dark fiber that will be available 
in Pacific's network on a forward-looking basis is already captured as the 
"spare capacity'' or "fill" loading that is part of the existing loop and 
transport UNEs. Hence, because forward-looking utilization is already 
included in all the total network TELlRIC cost analysis adopted by the 
Commission, the cost of spare fibers that Pacific does not currently utilize 
is, by definition, already included in existing UNE prices. Pacific's dark 
fiber pricing proposal would double-recover capacity costs already 
recovered through other UNE prices? 

See Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 66:  20-22; 67: 22-24; 69: 10-13. 

Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 66: 23-25; 67: 1-2. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-ID (Dickerson Deposition) at 67: 7-15. 

Apprication by Pucifc Bell Telephone Coinpuny (U 1001 C) for Arbibwtion of an Interconnection 
Agreemeid with MCImetro Access Tramniission Services, L.L.C. (U 5253 C) Pursuant to Section 252(b) of 

82 

83 

84 
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C I 

pioposed , "  I < '  fill factor, ,as with any fill ~ "factr, r , fails to\ , reflect S I  the uiiiqie V I  naturg , ,  Cf dark' fiber, 

(h) manholes; 

FDN: 

FDN: 

*No position at this time.* 

(i) fiber cable (material and placement costs); 

*If the Commission declines to adjust the f i l l  factors for dark fiber, then the 
Commission must reduce the material and placement costs for fiber cable in the 
recurring loop and interoffice facility (IOF) cost studies to precliide double 
recovery for Sprint.* 

lead to double recovery of Sprint's g s t i ;  If the. Commission ~% . fails t&qfrkct:the ~ ~ fi!l 

factors to reflect this €act;. the Commission should'oyder Sprint to reduce its material and 

placement I- , . costs fdr >fiber loop and I , I  Ipp tu ,.1( reflect the fact that some Capacity costs are 

(j) copper cable (material and placement costs); 

FDN: 

FDN: 

*Sprint's copper cable costs are overstated because Sprint assumes that there will 
be two distribution pairs per residence both fiilly wired back to the SAL* 

See Issue 7(g) supra. 

(k) drops; 

*No position at this time." 

(I) network interface devices; 

the Xekeconz~~.ru~icatians Act of 1996, California Public Utilities Commission Application 01 -@ -0 TO, 
Decision 0 1-09-054 at 17-1 8 (Sept. 20, 200 l), 
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FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

FDN: 

*No position at this time.* 

(m) digital loop carrier costs; 

*Sprint states that its DLC inputs are appropriatety modified to reflect a lower 
cost GR-3 03 Integrated DLC (IDLC) configuration. Spriiit does not model its 
stand alone UNE loop mode1 on such a configuration and instead uses a much 
more expensive UDLC configuration. * 

(n) terminal costs; 

*No position at this time.* 

(0 )  

*No position at this time? 

(p) traffic data; 

switching costs and associated variables; 

'kNo position at this time.* 

(9) signaling system costs; 

*No positioii at this time." 

(r) transport system costs and associated variables; 

*No position at this time.* 

(s) loadings; 

*No position at this time.* 

(t) expenses; 

*No position at this time.* 

(u) coninion costs; 

*No position at this time.* FDN: 

(v) other. 

*No position at this time.* FDN: 
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ISSUE 8: What are the appropriate assumptions and inputs for the following items to 
be used in the forward-looking non-recurring UNE cost studies? 

(a) network design; 

FDN: *NRCs should be based on forward-looking, least-cost network design and 
processes arid exclude the need for expensive labor-intensive inaiiual 
intervention. Sprint's assumption of use of 100% UDLC for stand alone UNE 
loops significantly increases the non-recurring costs for such loops by requiring 
use of manual cross connects.* 

requhed i n  the initiatioiz and provisioning .of wholesale. I, 
< sekices, intercomiectiori, or 

imb;undled n e t ~ o r k  elemehts; " 2 s  kre incurred by CLECs " ,  when they order- a service 

from, interconnect with; or , .  pvrcfiase UNEs 'from I an ,. . ILEC. Because NRCs are ,nom 

rec,jirriri& by definition, thes&are I .pnptime; \ ,  up frofit c.os&%hat must be ~I paid be€ore the 

CLE.C,is allowed t15 receive " t k ~  . .  UME < or.,servic& . As in the case of recurring charges, the 

FCC's pricing rules allow for the recovery of only those costs incurred in connection with 

"a reconstructed local network [that] will employ the most efficient technology for the 

re as oiiab 1 y for e s eeabl e capacity requirements. " 86 Under this. a$proacli, both, I ,  r ecwr iiig ari;d 

noil-'recurring~ charges .foi'access td unbundled network , 3  ely=kents A > ~  m u s t  6e . ':developed . "  

from a forward looking"econonii& cost rhetli6dpIogy hased on the "~ mo& efficfent 

technology deployed, in the incumberit I <  LEC' s cukent wire center locations;"87 

In accorddnce with TELEUC ~~ principles, the NRCs for pre-ordering, ordexing, 

provkiening and other nun-recurring. actiyitiesmxessary to allow access to W E s  are 

thus determined ,~ based on, 'tEre.worktimes and l&or - t ,  :and<niaterial . ~ I: :charges necessary , ,  i q s i  

~ 

Local Competition Order at fT 685. 

Id. 

86 

87 
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. i 

use o f  UDLC stec>hnolbgy refermced in Issqe..7(a). 1 ,  Sprint notes that: 

With GR-3 03, the Integrated Digital Loop Carrier ("IDLC") Central 
Office Terminal (COT) is integrated with the central office switch. This 
permits connectivity between the switch and COT at the DS-1 in lieu of 
individual switch line cards and COT line cards connected back to back 
with analog jumpers. The positive economies €or loops sold in 
combination with switching are related to the differences in labor and 
material in the IDLC system and the substitution of DS-1 level for line 
level switch and COT interfaces.90 

ciii, be pbvisioneddigitally I .  and,,sbpuld be if Sprint  is^ assigsiiig fadilities utilizing. fib.er 

feeder. The developmerit I ,  of IDLC significantly iiiipfdved , .  '4hality of service and ahwed  

See Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 59: 1-3. 

See Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 90: 16-20. 

88 

89 
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. f 

(b) OSS design; 

FDN: *Sprint admits that its OSS is not fully automated and asserts that it is holding 
back on full automation due to a lack of demand. Clearly Sprint's cost study is 
not reflecting use of least cost, forward-looking technology. As a result, there is 
an excessive amount of manual intervention. Sprint assumes that an excessive 
ainorint of orders will not flow through, thus significantly overstating NRCs.* 

efficiencies j , I  .resulting ,from enhanced . Operat@n . " I  " Support I (  Systems ("'0SS")i This failure. to 

allow for increased .~ , mechanization in responding ~I to I ,  CLEC " 8  orders,'kesulted 3 ,  in: ah 

overstatement of: , % ,  the , manual ~intewention, " I  required in 1 1 ,  lpndfing 6rders -and, tlierkfore, 

Clearly, in today's 'telecommunications envirupment, ~I autqmatibn can,.be expecte'd to 

displace < I  much of the need for I te~ecorrcmunications'~echnicians ,I to 'handle qrders <manually, 

When orders "flow- through?' the system on an automated basis, significant cost savings 

can occur, A review of.the' fidihgsjfi . I  otker jurisdictidns reveals the existence of OSS 

technology platform3 that I , I  .have the potential I b€ . >  providing these coskfficieiicies. These 

TI+. at 182; 18-25 (Cox Direct at 32: 18-25). 

Proceeding on Mution of the Cummission to Examine New Y w k  Telephone Con.ryany's Rates for 

90 

91 

Unbzn7dled Network Elements, Case No. 98-C- 1357, Order on Uribundled Network Eleineiit Rates at 93-95, 
140 (N.Y. P.S.C. Jan. 28,2002) ("NYPSC 1/28/02 WIVE Cost Decisio~"). 
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wiU,sv&state cdsts, 

This failure to consider these ~ 1 ,  ~ techolbgicd ' advGces'in the moa61 is a flaw because 

fundaknental forward-looking assxknptioiis are ~disregarded. Thle.flbw through rate 

associated'with each task .can have a-significanf imbact o n  iiorkecurring costs;' It 'is 

extremely iknportant, in the context I I .  o f  nbnft5curririg cost &udies, @at'> historical fallout 

rates be adjusted ~o-reflect.technologiCa1 efficiencies.aq6 processimprovements. 

Sprint's cost study assumes that 85% of orders flow through without manual 

intervention to coi-rect errors.92 Sprint's study also assumes that 90% of orders flow 

through without any manual work needed to identify the customer.93 Sprint admits that 

while some orders may fall out for both problems, some may fall out for only one of the 

 problem^."^ Thus, at a minimum, the fallout rate is 15%, but it can be as much as 25%. 

Sprint based its fallout percentages on its actual expe r i en~e .~~  

This fallout percentage far exceeds what otljer state comi~issions have found tb bk 

acgeptable. The Massachusetts Departmeiit 6f ~. Telecommunications > I  and Energy: (,'MA 

~~~ ~ 

Ex. No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 23: 23-25. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-I D (Davis Deposition) at 23: 24-25; 24: 1 
Ex. No. 13, JRD- 1 D (Davis Deposition) at 23: 15-20. 
Ex. No, 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 75: 1-3. 

93 

93 

94 

95 
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efficien&s, that.' will result from I ^  CLECs plaking:. r z  ~ electronic .~ orders . I  for .UNE at 

noted: 

He [Dr. SeIwyn] explains that iiiput errors are typically made by the 
service representative and can be checked for internal consistency at the 
time of entry and can be corrected 011 the spot. Facilities assignment 
errors, he notes, can result from a lack of accurate and synchronized 
databases, which can be corrected when the problem is detected. Dr. 
Selwyn states that physical connection and configuration errors will be 
reduced by the use of digital cross-connect and digital loop carrier 
systems, systems which we note are consistent with the technology we 
have assumed, above, is present in the TELNC network.97 

than a 2% €allout.rate 'occurs using fonvard-lookiilg:tecl~ol~g~e~, Verizon was ordered :to 

reduce -fallout rates to 2%'in * / ,  its-NRC-.m~del.~~ ., . T&e MA~DTE found tha! this rate WBS 

further supported . .  by, < "  cdm'para6le r . I  systems k o t h e r  industiie~,~9'The I I  New ZY6rk Public 

Sirvice Commission has likewise. ordered a 2% fallout rate, 5ndifig an . x  "ample.iecord 

basis"   for such-a figure. ' ?' Other%ommissions, , 1  including those in Connecticut and 

Consoliduted Pelitions of New England Telephone and Telegraph Conipary) db/ci Bell-A tlantic- 
Massctchztsetts, Teleport Comnittnications Groidp, Im.,  Brooks Fiber Comrmmicntians of Massachusetts, 
h c ,  AT& T Communications of New England, h e . ,  MCI Telecon~municntions Cunipany, and Sprint 
Comnizmicatiom Company, L.P., puvsunnt to Section 252(b} of the Telecun.lmuiiicatioris Act of 1996, .for 
arbitrution of interconriectiuri agreements between Bell Atiaii~ic-Massacl.lusetts and the aforementioned 
conpmies, D2.U.IDJT.E. 96-73174,96-75,96-80/8 1 ,  96-83,96-94-Phase 4-I,, Order at 12 (1999) (L'Phase 
4-L Order"). 

96 

Id. at 13. 

Id. at 14. 

Id. 

NYPSC 1/28/02' UNE, Cost Decision ai 143, 

97 

98 

99 

I O U .  .( 
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<, .  Sprint has, proposed an excessive ,faUciut rate because'ii.%is not using a forward- 

looking . ,  OS'S, and has based its ~roposed fallout-rate on,the <OS8 tKat if is US~I$$ Sprint 

admits that its OSS is only partially developed, and that it is holding off on any further 

the: most forward-locking tedmohgy< dumently available, ~> &d<Spfint 5y its bwn ailmidsiog 

is not'using the , .  mqst forward-lobking &&.n?!o&~' Since sprint bases iFs flow through 

rates on its actual experience, this means tliat more manual int&vention.is built into its 

cost 'study, resulting in hikher costs to ALECs, Sprint readily admits that if upgrades 

were made to its OSS, "it would reduce the amount of manual intervention or manual 

work needed for processing the order, orders [sic] and the taking of repair tickets."'03 

What is worse, Sprint has not analyzed its OSS to determine areas where there is a high 

fallout percentage, and where process improvements can be rendered to lower the 

fallout. I O 4  

The avoidance'of root cause , ,  a d  ysis. ana crafting pr6cess flgw diagrams-is a 

reflection df,tlie inefficieit prbcessesised by Sprint, arid the:absence " I  of forward-looking 

co,ncepts being applied in'tbe context of:the cdst studies. -The lack of forward-lookipg 

concepts employed in the NRCM. is yet anotker deficiency in the model making the- rates 

generated'by the NRCM'suspect. Requiring Sprint to base its aohrecgying costs on the 

1n the Matter, un the Comni!ssion's awn motion to consider the total service long 1'2m incrsmeiitd 
costs for all ciccess, toll, and local exchange services provided by Ammitech Michigan, Michigan Public 
Service Commission Case No. U-1183 1, Opinion and Order at 27 (Nov. 16, 1999) ("MI TSLRIC Order-").; 
Re Soutliern New EiigZand Te.leplione Conippany, Connecticut Deparhnent of Public Utility Control Docket 
No. 97-04 10, Order, I998 WL 324224, "46 (May 20, 1998). 

*02 E x .  No. 13, JRD-I D (Davis Deposition) at 20: 1-9. 

I O 1  
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(c) labor rates; 

FDN: 

FDN: 

*No position at this time.* 

(d) required activities; 
(e) 
(0 other. 

mix of manual versus electronic activities; 

*Sprint's work times used in support of its NRCs were based on a combination of 
subject matter expert ("SME") input and observation. The SME input was based 
011 iiifonnal input froin SMEs and are unreliable, biased, and not based on the use 
of efficient practices or forward-looking processes. What Sprint characterizes as 
"time and motion studies" was unstructured observation of technicians 
completing certain tasks and are also unreliable and not based on the use of 
forward-looking, efficient practices.* 

Sprint 'estimat'e'd .work times associated' with . ,  die tasks, included in its"NQmecufring 

Cbst Model^ (C'NRGM''); relying chefly on I .  input from stibject matter experts ("SMES") , I  

aldni with some time observations. 

Because Spriiit's NRCM i s  largely- dependent upozl estimates obtained through the 

yse of idorma1 surveys.ofBMEs, it 3 s  critidal I ^  that these, dgta inputs can I >  be reGed<upoq to . 

hroduce costs that are representative 05 forward-Iqokhig non-rkcurring . .  kosts ih .Florida. .~ 

In-other. words; " ,  I "  if the rhannei. i,G ~~ yhich . thg rates w&rekakulated and, if the inputs usedifi 

tlie,cdculation Q€ the NRC"s I ,  are not valid,, then.'@e Fesulting rates $Vi11 not beyalid ... 3En 

Ex. No. 13, JRD- ID (Davis Deposition) at 66: 20-22. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-lD (Davis Deposition) at 76: 10-15. 
Local Competition Order at 7 683. 

103 
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. I 

upon response's that > <  have been completed by 'Sprint's x ib ject 'ma~er  .experts tu proviae 

critical. inputs to the NRCM. 3 ,  

reklts are I <  so dbSely tied t o  ,.these SME 6pinians, tlik scostj: generated' by the niodel are' not 

reliabk unless the respqses are d i a b k  and &biased: Sprint . ^  does ,not, however; 

provide / I  support to establish this';-In fact, the weight of the evidence . I  denionstrates that the 

The Conynission I ,  ih the BeIlSo~$h proceeding was troubied'by seyerd _ . I ,  aspects 6.f 

BellSouth's nonrecurring east study, :Tfie Cominission I identified'thk following cbncerns: 

"As described previously, in some instances the SMEs had actually performed the 
work themselves, in others the SMEs had not. Time estimates were typically 
provided by the SMEs to the cost group verbally but sometimes were provided via e- 
inail. Apparently SMEs had the option of reviewing their inputs after the inputs had 
been placed into the cost study. We are troubled by the lack of a paper trail with 
regards to SME inputs. It makes it extremely difficult for us and the ALECs to 
analyze BellSouth's cost studies. , v,106 
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y .,“Were the SMEs given iixstruction on how to proceed? It,is difficult to tell, because 
different SMEs reported different approaches in determining the work activities and 
work times. ; 37 107 

-* , j  “BellSouth’s SMEs did what they were told to do; that is, they developed or 
reviewed work activities and times based on their knowledge, experience, and 
observations.- However, we believe that there is a higher standard that these cost 
studies must presumably meet. According to her testimony, BellSouth witness 
Caldwell apparently agrees, because she asserts that the same network designed for 
recurring costs should also be used for nonrecurring costs: ‘ forward-looking, reflect 
BellSouth’s guidelines and practices, should consider potelitial process 

5 Y Y .  108 improvements, and should be attainable. , 
“Were the SMEs told that this was to be a forward-looking cost siudy? If they were, 
it is not readily apparent from the depositions; the SMEs typically referred to the 
work as it: is done today. ; 
“Should BellSouth have performed time and inotion studies for noilrecurring 
activities? We believe the answer i s  “perhaps,” because time and motion studies 
imply that the activities to be studied are already know11 and agreed upon and that the 
parties are comfortable with BellSouth performing the time and motion studies.”;’ I o  

“‘Was BellSouth’s methodology for deteriiiiniiig required work activities and times 
forwadlooking? BellSouth apparently used the work activities and times currently 
in place based on the information available to the current SME. Neither BellSouth 
witnesses nor BellSouth SMEs testified to any directive given to the SMEs of how a 

Y9.1 I 1  forward-looking study should be done. , 

5 9  109 

As’aemohstkted , , ,~ below, Spririt’s I I  NRC-’Study: I ”  raises “$of t€iFse skpe concerfis. / *  % 

Sprint states that it “consulted subject matter experts with representation from 

each discipline and department and identified the required steps for each UNE NRC.”’12 

There was no uniformity in the’manner in wliich the SMEs’were.a~prsached. ‘Sage 

information was t’aken over- the phone, some il~orniation was idkited thr6ugh meetings, 

As Sprint witness Davis noted, “It could be a variety of ways.”’ j 3  There wawmusxifgrm 

~~ 

Id. 
Id. 

Id. 
Id. . 
Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip-1-112, Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 48. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 82: 8-10. 

107 

1 os 
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without any specific mention' of potent$ process improvements,'! There was no 

independent third-party review of these activities.' l9 For some UNE categories in the 

study, such as high capacity loops and customized routing, only one SME was 

consulted. I 2 O  For numerous other UNE categories, such as analog loops, digital loops, 

loop conditioning, subloops, and transport, only two SMEs were consulted.'2' Thus, 

numerous NRCs would rest on the subjective determinations of one or two SMEs. In 

fact, the SMEs knew their responses would be used for UNE costing so the opportunity 

for subjective bias was very high.I2* As with the designation of the work activities, there 

was no independent third-party review of the work times.'23 

* 

'I4 
'Is 

Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 83: 1-14. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 78: 10-12. 
Ex. No. 13, SRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 79: 7-9. 
Docket No. 99064.9-TP, Ord@ No. PSC-61-2181-FOF-TP, 20OlWL 640804, *180,,*184 (F1. YSC 

Id. at '213. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 79: 15-18. 
Ex. No. I O ,  Sprint-Stip-1-113-114 (Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 49). 
Id. 
Ex. No, 13, JRD- 1 D (Davis Deposition) at 82: 1 1-1 4. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 86: 8-10. 

117 

May 25,2001). 

'19 

118 

I20 

121 

122 

123 
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Sprint also contends that it conducted “time and motion studies” for some work 

activities.’24 The observations were conducted pursuant to an Average Time Per Work 

Study conducted by Sprint Local’s Customer Service Organization in the fall of 2000. 125 

The value of this study is limited. First, there are discrepancies in the times that Sprint 

could not explain. For instance one task was recorded as starting at 10: 16 and ending at 

1 1 :27 which would mean a total task time of 71 minutes, but the time recorded was 1 1 1 

minutes.’26 Sprint states that the times “generally work out” but concedes there are 

discrepancies. 127 These discrepancies certainly call into question the accuracy with 

which times were recorded. When queried as to where these additional minutes came 

from, Sprint witness Davis stated: 

I don’t know. The information was collected by whoever the observer 
was and put into a database. 12’ 

This is a very telling statement as it shows that the Sprint individual responsible for 

developing the NRC cost studies had very little exposure and understanding of the time 

studies on which some vital task times were based.’29 

Moreover, the primary purpose of this study was not to deteimine forward- 

looking, efficient work times, but instead was designed to observe a number of things, 

including safety. I 3 O  Thus,% a worker realizir$’,he is being’sbserved for a qumber I ‘  of things, 

may put efficient practices near ..the b9ttom -ofhis list o f  pri-ities in completing a task. 

Far,’instance, the worker realizing , thai’his I ,  safety practices are being observed may go 

Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip-1-115-114 (Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 50). 
Id. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 39-40. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 41: 8-19. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD- I D (Davis Deposition) at 40: 8-9. 
These studies were used for, among other things, determining times for travel, NID installation, 

124 

125 

176 

I27 

128 

12’ 

and completion testing in the analog loop NRC study. Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip- 1-1 15-1 16 (Sprint Response 
to Staff Interrogatory No. 50). 
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, ' .  ' ,.For other NRCs; there.is"a,.troublesoi~~~ . I  lack of supp:ort, For instance, for manual 

and electronic service orders, Sprint could not provide Staff with any supporting 

documentation for the charge. 13 '  This is troubling ' I ,  becabie $print's &anual3$rv$x brd& 

regard to coordination activities, Sprint NRC witness Davis could not explain what the 

CMSC does other than to state it is a service center.'33 

When these problerrhtic aspects we cansidere$, it \ "  > is .little I wonder that Sprint 

addressing the:BeU$opth NRC cost study; ,the Commisgion st$ed.that: 

We share the MDTE's concerns that the reliability of cost studies can be 
impaired if employees are not instructed to assume a forward-looking 
perspective. We also believe that it is completely natural for some bias to 
be introduced into a study where employees provide work times for 
activities that they hiow will be performed for a competitor. Similarly, 
we believe that BellSouth's nonrecurring cost study methodology may 
have flaws, and that any such flaws are likely to create an upward bias In 
resulting numbers. I 3 j  

Based an this, .thi'Commission , I ,  made specificxeductions . ,  to 'particular BellSouth I <  

ivork times. The.Camqission should -take ~. this approach or. it. can.€oIlow what @her 

commissions have done alxkimplemented ~. ageneral red~ction across the bo&d. The 

Maine, PUC noted , I  &at "we like . I .  other state I ,, co@missions~ will amelickate the 'likely pcward 

13' 

Response to Staff Request for Production of Document No. 19). 
13* 

133 

Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 41: 8-19; 81: 21-24. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 31: 10-16; Ex. No. 10 (Sprint-Stip-1-95, Sprint 

Ex, No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 31: 20-21; 32: 21-22. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 49: 14-18. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 34: 15-20; 36: 1-2. 
BellS'mth~ U N E ~  @dekat 395. 

13 I 

I34 

135 ~ ' 

" %  I 
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2-wire voice grade loop; 
4-wire analog loop; 
2-wire ISDN/DSL loop; 
2-wire xDSL-capable loop; 
4-wire xDSL-capable loop; 
4-wire 56 kbps bop; 
4-wire 64 kbps loop; 

high capacity loops (DS3 and 
above) ; 
dark fiber loop; 
subloop elements (to the extent required by the 
Commission in Issue 4); 
network interface devices; 
circuit switch in g (where required) ; 
packet switching (where required); 
shared interoffice transmission; 
dedicated interoffice transmission; 

DS-1 loop; 

‘36 

Unbzmdled Network Elements, Maine Public Utilities Commission Docket No. 97-505, Order at 75 (Feb’. 
12, 2002) (“ME UNE Urder”). 

1nvestigutioJ.r of Totul Element Long-Run lncrementnl Cost (TELRIC) Studies and Pricing of 

13’ 

Teleconiniunicatians Act of 1996, New Hampshire Public Service Commission Docket No. DT 97-1 71, 
Order Granting In Part and Denying in Part, Order No. 23,738 at 63-64 (July 6,2001) (“NHSGAT Order”), 

Petition for Approval of Statement of Generally Available T e r m  Pursuant to the 
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FDN: 

(17) dark fiber interoffice facilities; 
(18) 
(19) OS/DA (where required). 

signaling networks and call-related databases; 

*The Coniinission should adjust Sprint's recurring UNE rates and 
nonrecurring UNE rates to correct for the errors noted above. For loops 
served by Sprjnt's remote switclm, the Commission should require 
Sprint to charge the applicable UNE loop recurring and noiirecurring 
sates. * 

FDN< would like. to address < .  issue that will ,b>ecO"e a,grbwing. I ^  issue ip'f3pkntys 

tkiritqry. Sprint .states tfiat it may . , *  ,apply individbal case base pricing for bops se$ved%y 

comp-pits that:a host switch Jbcatida wpuld.contain: , ,  For iiistat&, a remote' sivitch.:ma-y 

larger equipment. 139 ' A II mmote , kkitch WaS usually,mosi prev&& in ,, $m@ . " cortiiri@&s, 

b u t h ~ w  appears to becoming, more prevalent in Spriiit' s network aribitectGe. 40 

Sprint states that it will utilize individual case base pricing "where the equipment 

necessary to unbundle the loop is not in place in the network; that could be an NGDLC, 

or it could be an older generation digital loop carrier that doesn't have any COT interface 

at the central office, and therefore, there's no facilities to provision the 100p."14' Given 

the fact that Sprint has asserted, as noted above, that it is not technically feasible to 

unbundle a loop when NGDLC is deployed, the potential for ICB loop pricing is 

Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 71: 15-25; 72: 1-4. 
Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip-1-313-315 (Sprint Response to Staff Iiiterrogatory No. 138). 

I39 

14' 
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As noted abovk,*unbundled .~ lbbp costs aie'o,verstated because they are 3 ,- based :on 

the bigher. .&@,-Jess -efficient VDkC .s " tecfinqlogyi ._, I Spsint''meahwbi1e P ~ I .  utili,zei the lower 

cost, I high ' . I  efficiency 'IDLC .tCchnol_ogy. for its customers: Compounding. this 'denial of 

access to th,e'state-,of-tEie-art . .  technology; lALECs will be assessed-spedid &onstructioii 

charges to move the 16ap from, an IDLC to -an UDLC sy&xi;, Sprint isu deniiig ALECs 

norpd$wiminatory. access I .  to' their ldwer cost,. mop kfficj.ent IDLC architecture, and 

chkging ~" them hig~er. rites for a le$s-eRkient iuchitecture A .  .a&d iacking on special 

cdnstruction % . ,  charges td  iiiake, the nqn-lntegr&d I %  loops they purchase 'compatible' with 

IDLC network, Sprint shbuld bemqiredkto . I. construct a loop cost study .that, ''uses. the 

most efficient, least cost,' € o h a d  looking 1 technology I , I  that can be , ,  deployed for purposes 

of iupporting all, sewices ahd pro,dUc{s for.:wh'ieh the network I I ,  wWbe I - ,  qsed,':, which as 

s h o h  in Issue 7 woyld, inch& % I  assl,im;ptiob - .bfX?LC. tedhnqlogy fdr. stand-alone' ,. , 1 WE 

1 4 '  Ex. No. 14, KWD- 1 (Dickerson Deposition) at 60: 1 1-22. 
Ex. No. 14, KWD-1 (Dickerson Deposition) at 56: 5-7. 142 
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central < ?  office,t&rn&lals in dli I ,  central .bicfices demolistrates ~, that Sprint has "not, ^ . I  heretofore, 

The Illikis .I, -1 Commerce Ccqnmissjon S I  in addressing I .I the veq'.issue , .  of 1oaps.sekved 

If an available unbundled loop may only be provisioned via the 
constiuction of new lion-inte gr at ed facilities , the Commission coilcurs 
with Staff that such may be done through the acquisition and installation 
of a COT/RT system. The technical distinctions between IDLC and RSU 
[remote switching units] do not merit different treatment since the same 
analysis and principle app€y to both. Loops served via RSU inay still be 
unbundled and made available through the use of a COT/RT systeiii. As 
Staff demonstrated, the average costs of acquiring, installing, and 
maintaining these facilities necessary to provision an unbundled loop are 
already included in Ameritech's TELRIC rates. Given that TELRIC rates 
recover Ameritech's investment in a facility over the life of the facility, 
Ameritech' s assessment of special construction charges for such a 
COTlRT system would constitute double recovery. Ameritecli counters 
that it has no guarantee that a CLEC will use the new facility long enough 
to recover its costs. The Commission observes, however, that there i s  no 
evidence that the CLEC served by the facility will not use it for the 
facility's useful life. Even if the first CLEC to use the facility ceases to do 
so, there is insufficient evidence that other CLECs will not follow; or for 
that matter, that Arneritech will not use the facility for its own retail 
customers. Given that the capacity of such new facilities will likely 
exceed that requested by the CLEC, Ameritech is free to use the additional , 1  

capacity to serve other CLECs or its own retail  customer^.'^^ 

The < "  Co,mmission A .  shouldlikewise require Sprint to depluy' , I  tlii,tecl-qology %required to 

provide:to comcetitive sewice to" CbSfomei-s~ serAved.by , I ,  . re?&ote switchFs .without < >  ICB 

pricing- ALECs should be able~to^purch~~ethese . ~ > l  loops at: tfie correspondmg W E  loop 
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‘43 

0593, Order ztt 62 (Aug. 15,20.00). 

Deposition) at 61: 14-20. 

Jlvrvestigation of Comtrucfion Charges, IIlipois Commerce Commission’ Order <bcket,No- 99- 

Ex. No. 15, MRH-I D (Hunsucker Deposition) at 46: 18-24; Ex. No. 14, KWD- I (Dickerson 

Ex. No. 15, MRH-ID (Hunsucker Deposition) at 12: 20-25. 

144 

145 
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(b) Subject to the standards of the FCC’s Third Report and Order, 
should the Commission require ILECs to unbundle any other 
elements or combinations of elements? If so, what are they and how 
should they be priced? 

FDN: *The Commission should require Sprint to conform its combinations offerings tu the 
ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court in Verizon v, FCC and the FCC’s coinbination rules. If 
the Commission decides to initiate a proceeding to investigate a new broadband UNE the 
proceeding should apply to all Florida JLECs.* 

The Commission should take notice of the U S .  Supreme Court’s decision in 

Verizon Communications, Inc. et al., v. FCC’4G that, among other things, validates the 

rights of access to combinations of unbundled network elements. The Supreme Court in 

Verizon determined that the Eighth Circuit erred in invalidating the FCC’ s additional 

combination rules, Rules 3 15(c)-(f). FCC Rule 3 15(c) provides that: 

Upon request, an incuinbeiit LEC shall perform the functions necessary to 
combine unbundled network elements in any maimer, even if those 
elements are not ordinarily combined in the incumbent LEC’s network, 
provided that such combination is: (1) technically feasible; and (2) would 
not impair the ability of other carriers to obtain access to unbundled 
network elements or to interconnect with the incumbent LEC’s network. 14’ 

FCC Rule 315(d) provides that upoii request, ‘‘an incumbent LEC shall perform the 

fimctions necessary to combine unbundled network elements with elements possessed by 

Rules the requesting telecommunications carrier in any technically feasible nianner.” 1 4 *  

3 15(e) and (f) place the burden on an ILEC seeking to deny a requested combination to 

demonstrate that the combination is not “technically feasible” or “would impair the 

ability of other carriers to obtain access to unbundled network elements or to interconnect 

with the incumbent LEC’s 

VerizoPr Comnzunications, 117c et a/., v. FCC, Nos. 00-5 1 1 and consolidated cases (May 13,2002) 146 

(‘‘ Yerizon”) . 
14’ 47 CFR 5 51.315(c). 

47 CFR $ 5 1.3 15(d). 
149 47 CFR $ 5  51.315(e)-(f). 

148 
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The Supreme Court found that a combination provided for under the FCC’s rules 

includes both “inechanical connection of physical elements within an incumbent’s 

network, or the connection of a competitive carrier’s element with the incumbent’s 

network ‘in a manner that would allow a requesting carrier to offer the 

7 3 , 1 5 0  telecommunications service. 

The Court also concluded the obligation extends to combiiiations where the 

elements are not ordinarily combined in the ILEC’s network noting: 

this provision of Rule 315(c) is justified by the statutory requirement of 
“nondiscriminatory access.’’ [FTA] 5 25 I (c)(3). As we have said, the 
FCC has interpreted the rule as obligating the incumbent to combine ‘[ilf 
the carrier is unable to combine the elements.” First Report and Order 7 
294. There is no dispute that the incumbent could make the combination 
more efficiently than the entrant; nor is it contested that the incumbent 
would provide the combination itself if a customer wanted it or the 
combination otheiwise served a business purpose. See Third Report and 
Order 7 48 1. It hardly seems unreasonable, then, to require the incumbent 
to make the combination, for which it will be entitled to a reasonable fee; 
otherwise an entrant would not enjoy true “nondiscriminatory access” 
notwithstanding the bare provision on an unbundled basis of the network 
elements it needs to provide a service.”‘ 

The Commission should mandate that Sprint provides combinations in the manner that 

the Supreme Court has deemed is required under the Act. 

Additionally, the record’iiijthis case reveals that Sprint. does not (1) offer a 

product whereby ALEC .UNE-L < I  .or W E - P  voice service rhay be bffered oyer b e  sar@$ 

line as Sprint I high-speed I .  data‘service ~* or (2) generally offer to I I  ALECs packet switching~as 

a ’WE,.: In Docket No. 0,1@98-TP, the . CumiSsion~ I , I  found that I ,  BellSouth.’$ refusing 

high-speed data service. to ALEC “vOice custbmers “ I  was a bafiiei to ,competitiun: ,&i the 

BelEhqth phase of this:case,,AT&T. ~, ,~ and . > MCI proposed the Commission investigate 

Verizon, slip op. at 6 1, citing, Local Coinpetition Order, 7 294, n. 620 (1 996). I50 
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ISSUE 10: What is the appropriate rate, if any, for customized routing? 

FDN: *No position at this time.” 

ISSUE ll(A):What is the appropriate rate if any, for Iine conditioning, and in what 
situations should the rate apply? 

FDN: *A forward-looking network would not require voice-enhancing devices (i.e., 
disturbers such as load coils and repeaters) and use of bridged tap on loops. If the 
Coininissjoii nevertheless allows a charge for loop conditioning, the charge 
should be based on the assumption that multiple loops will be conditioned at a 
time, regardless of loop length. The charge should also be assessed as a recurring 
charge.* 

The Coinmission has previously determined that for loops shorter than 18,000 

feet, the charges for loop conditioning should be eliminated. The Comniission found that 

such charges do not appear to be consistent with a forward-looking cost 

The Coinmission should reaffirm that ruling and extend it to loops longer than 18,000 

feet. 

The -premiie that Sjrint’musi, I *  remove- bad. ,I coilis,- I excessive bridged taps I .  or 

engineering guidelines I ,  in I ^  ‘place for ‘dver I‘ two > decadesf Indeed,’the recurring I ,  ,l&p&ost .~ I .  

stuaies . . .  Sprint submitted tb’tlii ~Comm$ssion do liiot include any -load coils and ’reflect 

Verizon, slip op. at 67-68. This focus on “nondiscriminatory access” is in accord with the IS 1 

Commission’s approach to the issue of UNE combinations. 
’?- . I, I B ~ / S D U ? ~ , V N I Z  , Order‘ I at I .  459,. 
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consistent with TELFUC principles, Sprint should not be permitted to assess nonrecurring 

charges on CLECs to remove these devices. 

It would be inappropriate arid inconsistent for the Department to allow 
Verizon to base its loop rates on the costs of a fiber feeder, which may be 
greater than the costs of copper feeder iB thqt context, while it buses its 
line sharing rates on the GOS~S qf a copperfiedw, which are greater than 
the cmls uffiberp in the context ojline sharing. 'If the FCC in fact were to 
require the Department to assume the use of copper feeder for calculating 
TELRIC for line sharing, we would allow Verizon to charge for both loop 
qualification and loop conditioning, but we dm wodd have to direct 
Verizon to recalculate its loop costs in order to maintain consistenex 
ainong ow various TELRIC analyses. Otherwise, Verizon would be able 
to tack back and forth between different network assumptions based solely 
on whether the network assumption produced higher rates for Verizon in 
each instance. * jg 

gack and f&th'' betweenA differelit h&GarE assumptibns , ,  based solely' upon, whether tlie 

particular nktwork assuniption ", ~ . ' prodCc& higher>rates .>~ I ~ fbr Sprint' in iaCh ~L hstance. 

ILEC's recurrzhg idwges for .unbundled < .  loops completely capture the forward-looking 

costs+of providing loops free -of inhibiting.devices such as load coils and bridged taps. 

Nor did the FCC address situations,in w'hich'TELRIC prices>for loops 'would presume use 

of fiber feeder., or excess capacity designed tp serve future deniand<for DSL-capable 

loops, s,ich as, Spr@'s'fiber-€ed " .I ?et$cJrk archit&&. < .  ' AS , the Maisaehqsetts I "  .. DTE noted: 

Concerning Verizon's argument the FCC has explicitly allowed it to 
recover its costs €or line qualification and conditioning related to recovery 
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of loop conditioning costs, we, find that this is not a correct interpretation 
of the FCC's Order. We believe that the FCC's directives related to  
recovery of loop qualification and conditioning costs are only relevaxit ,tq 
states that have assumed copper feeder for purposes of calculating 
TELRIC, The FCC has not directed'states to assume copper feeder in 
calculating TELRIC, and, without such a directive, it would be illogical 
for the FCC to mandate the recovery of costs that are relevant only to a 
network assumption that inay no! have been approved in a particular 
state. 

If the Commission does decide to allow Sprint to charge for loop conditioning, it 

should require Sprint to remove multiple loops at a time for loops of all lengths. Sprint 

will currently deload loops shorter than 18,000 feet in groups of 25, finding such a 

practice to be efficient and in conformance with TELRIC principles.'" For loops longer 

than 18,000 it will only deload one loop at a time based on a purported concern for voice 

service. 63 This px&rn i s  eptireIy invalilid..and .patently transpaent, I First' and 'foremost, X ,  

FDN is me .not suggesting' that any of the loops currently 'in use by .POTS G U S ~ O ~ ~ ~ S  

should be part of the inultjple loOps conditioned. The only,paiss 7 ,  that &<e of concern are a 

portiun of the spark jjdirs, or pairs " &it ~ current19 in+ use. Sbde ,. F'DN ~, are ~ suggeskihg th& 

would not be impacted in ahy way:, .In adetiori, because ipare pairs are'typically 

plentiful, as demonstrated ~iri Issue 7, the prijvisio.nin$ i, . I  of POTS serviceswell intO~-the 

s . , DTE 98~57, PPha~e 211 Order%&' l03. 
161,' 

16* 

. UNE: Remand, Ord?? 7 204 M. 39'0; 

Tr. at 203: 5-15 (Davis Direct at 15: 5-15). 
Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 96: 19-25; 97: 1-5. 
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future w ~ d d  not:'be imp'acfed'. T f i ~ i ,  S ~ ~ j n t ,  sliould;applgi its-'efficient- practice bf multiple 

Conditioning dukiple pairs. is consistentwith < -  I the. pr&ikes I ' "  of other ILECS, r ,  

Sinii1iidy5 the Illinois Coygkrce Commission I .drdered/that-lobi , + I  colditioning. I <  costs be 

dkveloped assuking "chat 25400p$ are:conditioned at time.'67 % .  The Mew Ydrk'PSC'S- ALJ 

found that,"del?ading only bne loopat a tYm6 &oes not appea6 absoliitely essential to 

system integrity q-cdst mininiization,  and .might itself jeoEjardize system integrity by 

requiring more frequent opening of enclosures:''1 Based 011 !his deterinhation, the New 

York PSC ordered that Verizok-recainpute its> kgsts based on {he ,premise that 1 0 lopps 

would be deldaded at die time,"' 

XSSUE ll(B): What is the appropriate rate, if any, for loop qualification information, and 
in what situations should the rate apply? 

lh4 

Cqmmission Docket No, 990649-TP, PSC-Ol-t18 1-FOF-TP, Order, 2001 WL 640804, *242 (200 1): 
' 6 5  

Interconnection Agreement with Southwestern Bell Teleplrone Cornpa17y and Petition of Dieca 
Coinnmnications, Inc., #b/u Covud Communications Coriipany for Arb itration of intercomeelion Rates, 
Terms, Condilions and Related Arrungeinen fs with Soutliwesferr.r Bell Telephone Company, PU C Docket 
Nos. 20272, 20226, Arbitration Award at 98 (Tex. .P.U.C. Nov. 30, 1999). 
166 

Pursuant to the Order Issued in Docket No. 95-6004; PetitioiT of NEVADFA BELL.for Review and 
Approval of its Cost Stzidy and Proposed Rates for Cunditioning Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) L U Q ~ S ,  CC: 
Docket Nos. 99-12033,OO-4001, Order, at 10 (Nev. P.U.C. Nov. 20,2000). 

67 Proposed hpleinentation of High Frequency Portion of Fmp {HFPL),! Line Sharing Service, 
Docket No. 00-0393, Order, at 82 (Ill. C.C. March 15,2001). 

Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Exaniine New I'ork TeIeplmne Conippnty7's Rafes.for 
Unbundled Netwoi*k Elements, NY PSC Case No. 98-C-1357, Recommended Decision of Administrative 
Law Judge Joel A. Linsider at 194 (May 16,2001) ("NYPSC A U Y l d / O l  UNE Decision"). 

See I17vestigrrtiun Into Pricing of Unbundled Network Elements, FJorida Public Service 

Petition of Acceleraled Connections, h c . ,  dlda ACI Cory. for Arbilralioi? to Eslablid'un 

Filing .by NEVADA BELL of its unbundled Network Element (UNE} Noni.ecur*r.ing Cost Study 

168 

NYPSC I/ZS/oZ UN& Cost Decision i t  145:; 168 
I~ 
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FDN: * To the extent the Commission permits Sprint to impose any charge for loop 
qualification, it should reject the inflated charges proposed by Sprint and set any 
permissible charge for access to Sprint's loop qualificatiot1 inforination as if the 
ALEC were getting full electronic access to databases that would include the 
information. * 

Sprint does not propose a mechanized loop qualification charge stating instead 

that it uses a manual process for loop qualification noting that while it has some 

mechanized information and databases, the information has to be manually researched 

and gathered.'70 Sprint also contends that its retail division has to use the same 

process."' Sprint, however, provides a description of the process in its attachment to 

Staffs Request for Production of Docunients No. 23."' It is clear from Sprint's 

description, and its own admission, that the records themselves are electronically 

accessible by Sprint personnel.173 Tfie A. nihud I paA ~f'the'pri@ess-is I "  I .~ having .~ a,Sprint 

ALE,C is chqged. $37.5 5 while Sprint . I  retail'persofifiel cpiild,dkectly , I  access this 

information I "  ahd~ getermine I .  thk XDSL , I "  capability 1 . of , the loop. I The .charge. for'loop 

qualification should-be b&ed as ifthe ALEC had the same ~~ type of access that Sprint 

technology that is currently &<ailable: BeIlSpu1h~,is develoging a mechanized 'loop 

qualification > I  database, andv'tfiere.is nd reason that Sprint 'should not >e able to I ,  do the 

same. ^As the Commission had stated; 

While the costs of implementing these electronic inter€aces have not been 
completely identified, BellSouth did provide some cost estimates and 

170 Ex, No. 13, JRD-1D (Davis Deposition) at 104: 22-24. 
Ex. No. 13, JRD- 1 D (Davis Deposition) at 106: 1-3. 
Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip-1-206. 
Id.; Ex. No. 13, JRD-ID (Davis Deposition) at 105: 15-28. 173 
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some initial costs of developing such systems. Based on the evidence, we 
find that these operations support systems are necessary for competition in 
the local market to be successful. We believe that both the new entrants 
and the incumbent LECs will benefit from having efficient operational 
support systems. Thus, all parties shall be responsible for the costs to 
develop and implement such systems. We note that this is the stance the 
FCC has recently taken with cost recovery for number portability. 
However, where a carrier negotiates for the development ‘of a system or 
process that is exclusively for that carrier, we do not believe all carriers 
should be respoiisible for the recovery of those costs. Based on the 
foregoing, each party shall bear its own cost of developing and 
implementing electronic interface systems, because those systems will 
benefit all carriers.’74 

In the UNE Remand Order, the FCC ordered incumbent LECs to provide access 

to loop information. 75 Bec=ause:the.purpose ~. 
I .  of this decision.is:’to .&c$kre incumberitslo 

$rocl~ce the infurmatioh that wi~l.~a€low CZECs to-’clet&rmine‘fqr , . I .  fAe~~eEves‘w~ether,a 

loop%.sattisfies the prirrequisites‘ fur < the , service < ,, .the CLEC intends to prouide,’ 76-the, ILEC 

sho~ ld  ,,1 be compensatid‘a$y~ for prgvfging Such informafidn I ^  t o  the CLEC ’in an electroiiic 

forhat, < < ,  .. and ~ &of, for costs ~<~ .inckred>’by.fl;e‘ .. < , ~ ~ I ‘  r incu~beni  I .  in i&?r+~ebiqg J I I I  ~ sucli hfo@mtion . >  *~ for 

the CLEG < I ”  Beaiiuse alJ3ke ., ’rkqessary , < I  I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i o ~ ~ ~ i s ’ ~ ~ r ~ a d y ’ c ~ n t a i n e d  in Sprint” I “ <  s 

databases’- I ,  os I C  should I be thk fbrkird-bokirtg c0st .d providing’ such in fo~a t ion  I j I  , is , 

iieceksaril$ de minimis. . ,  I ‘Thus, for example, the I J‘ejzas > .  Commission has ‘fo,und I ”  .that 

‘‘qWE3T should be fairly ‘compelisated 5% the real t ime  I %  access I ,  to its OSS hnctionaIiti&” 

‘74 

96091G-TP, Order No. PSC-96-1579-FOF-TP, 1996 WL 765150. “57 (Dec. 3 1,1996). 

Third Report and Order and Fourth Fuither Notice of Proposed Ruleinakiiig, CC Docket 96-98 at 7 427-428 
(1999); 47 C.F.R. $51.5. 
176 

 ut whether the retail ann of the uicunibent has access to the underlying loop qualification information, but, 
instead, whether such information exists anywhere within the incumbent’s back office and can be accessed 
by any of the incumbent LEC’s personnel. UNE Reniand Order at T[ 430. Requiring such “back office” 
information to be made available to the CLEC necessarily excludes “front office” activities e?gaged on the 
part of the incumbent to interpret that information. 

Re A T&T Coinniunicatians of the Southern States, Inc., Docket Nos. 960833-TP, 960846-TP, 

See Implemerqtation of the Local Competition Provisioris in the Telecominunications Act of 1996, 175 

This purpose is implicit in the FCC’s finding that “under its existing rutes, the relevant inquiry is 
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It appears to the Commission that the method proposed by Nevada BeI1:of 
cliarging for loop qualificatioii is very costly for those loops where the 
inventory has not been updated or maintained and this cost could very well 
be a barrier to competition. It appears to the Cominission that updating 
and maintaining Nevada Bell’s data base on its loop inventory is the 
responsibility of Nevada Bell and is a function of doing business aid the 
cost to perform that function is a cost of doing business. The fact that 
Nevada Bell has not had an aggressive inventory prograin to niaiiitain its 
database should not be reason to pass the cost of bringing its loop 
iiiventoiy data base current to CLECs. Furthermore, the Commission notes 
that if Nevada Bell’s loop inventory was current all loop qualifications . >  

would .~ be electronical. 78 

Tlle Nevada 0, , ~ C6himission I ,  therkfore adopt‘ea‘ ” >  a 10 ,cent electronic .loop qualification I ,  

price-.for aIl,.koop qualification. ‘7’ 

The Public‘ Utilities 1’ 3 Commission of Ohio (<‘\‘PUCO’’) ~, -has determined thit loop 

qualification charges . 1  should,b’e , eliminated . < . in , % ,  their entirety. ’The ,PUCO ~I noted: 

Staff witness Francis stated that CBT’s lack of knowledge of which loops 
may 01. may not need to be conditioned should not result in a loop 
qualification charge being imposed on competitors. According to the 
staff, the qualificatioii of loops could have been a type of inventory 
function developed by CBT to ideiitifjl the type and location of any loop,~at 
any given time. We agree with the staff that loop qualification is not a 
function of physically conditioning a loop or specifically removing load 
coils. ’ 
Texus Arbitration Award at 102- 103; Ar6itrator’s Order, Stat?> Coporittion Commi&on oftbe 

State of Kansas, Docket No. 00-DCIT-389-ARB, May 9,2000 at 20. 

I <  I ~ ’ N ~ Q ~ u  Loop‘ <ondiifoning Qr+y at T[B 37-42, 

‘ ‘.rd 1’19 

In the Matter of the Application of Cincinnati Bell Telephone Conpa~y.for Approval of a Retail 
Pricing Plan W?iich May Result in Future Rate Increases and For a New Altertinlive Regulation Plan, 
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Issue 12: 
what are the appropriate recurring and non-recurring rates for the following UNE 
combinations : 

Without deciding the situations in which such combinations are required, 

“UNE platform” consisting of: loop (all), local (including packet, 
where required) switching (with signaling), and dedicated and 
shared transport (through and including local termination); 

“extended links,” consisting of: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

loop, DSO/1 multiplexing, DS 1 interoffice transport; 
DS 1 loop, DS 1 interoffice transport; 
DS 1 loop, DS 1/3 multiplexing, DS3 interoffice trailsport. 

FDN: *Recurring charges for UNE combinations shonld be the sum of the recurring 
charges for the UNE components. The nonrecurring charge for UNE 
coin binatioiis where the UNE coinbination already exists in Sprint’s network 
should be zero or at most provide for a noininal service order charge.” 

When a ALEC orders a UNE combinati0m.frm-n ,A Sprint, the applicable 

nbnrecurring charge for the order should be zerom at most Sprint should 7~ be .pilow$,d to 

apply a nomina1:service order charge;: .This appr6ach would lk in Bocord with . A: apfiroacbks 

taken by other stat&. For instance, tEie ~ , ,  ,,Texas Coi@missiojl fot-iiid that a CLEC\’& 

interCogiectipn Bgreemejnt with S’WBT placedapori SWBTfm oblieation to provide 

coritiguous interconnected .network elements to the CLEC, without disrupting the, end 

181. -. us& servic&’ and for a iiOnii.lid cliargti. Likewise, in discussjng the process‘3o conVê rt I ,  

.. -. 

PUCO Case No, 96-899-7’P-4LT, Second Entry ” ,  on Rehearing . ” ,  at p. 13,:~ (January 20,20~0)(‘.‘PUCO CBT 
Order”). 
“ I  ’ 

Docket No. 19879, Revised Arbitration Award (Phase I) (Tex. P.U.C. Jun. 25, 1999). 
Coniplaint of Premiere Network Services, Inc. Against Southwestern Bell Tekp+ohi ” .  Company, 
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it was an ,exist;& . ,̂ ariangement.’ 84 The Massaghdetts ~ DTE deteimined that CLECs would 

be $rejudiced if t k y  lmd to submit $eparate’service . I ,  d ,  qrders,:Bnd iq&x separate servike 

order, . charges,’ 3 s  for each componelit.bf , I  the- EEL arrahgcment . The- Massachusetts I .  DTE 

noted thatthis would lead to additi’dnal , .  ,se~ice:order~costs. , ‘Therefore, it required that 

CLECs , , , I  be able to order dl e l emds  , . -  . of an.EBL , %  %arrangeinent,~iri’a ” ,  single sefiice order. I s 5  

SpTint ~$hould mot be alloyed to ippose ,mdtiple,service order charges for combinations 

Qf . .  WES,,  

IH the Mutter of h,v/emntatioi7 of the Locul Cowpetition Provisions in the Telecomniunications 
Act oJ’1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, Supplemental Order Clarificatian, FCC 00-1 83,y 30 (rel. June 2, 
2000). 

I J ~  the Mufiers of the Review of Anzevitech Ohio’s Econoniic Costs for Intercomectioq Ufihjlpdled 
Network Elements, and Reciprocal Conzpematiui.2 fo). Transport m d  Termination of Local 
Telecortlmunications TrafJic, Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case Nos. 96-922-TP-WC and 00- 
1368-TP-ATA, Opinion and Order at 13 (Oct. 4,200 1). . 

‘” 
forth in revisions to M. D. T. E. No. 17Jiled with the Department by Verizon New England, hie. dido 
VeP.izon-Mus~ackzwslfs, MA D.T.E. 98-57 (Phase I-B), Order at 22 (May 24,200 I). 

Id. at 12. 
hestigation by Ihe Departnzem on its own mofi0i.r as to the propriety qf the rules and chnrga set 

184 
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ISSUE 13: 

effect ? 

FDN: 

When should the recurring and non-recurring rates and charges take 

*The Commission should adopt the procedure used in the BellSouth phase of this 

docket.* 

Sprint states it will comply with the approach the Commission took in the 

BellSouth phase of this docket if the Commission so chooses, so the Commission should 

adhere to the approach it utilized in the BellSouth phase.Ig6 

Ex. No. 10, Sprint-Stip- 1-308 (Sprint Response to Staff Interrogatory No. 136). I86 
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U 

CONCLUSION 

The Commission, €or the foregoing reasons, should reject Sprint’s proposed 

nonrecurring and recurring UNE rates, and direct Sprint to revise such rates in 

accordance with the recommendations made herein, and submit the revised filings to the 

Commission for additional review and approval. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Matthew Feil, Esq. 
Florida Digital Network, Inc. 
390 North Orange Avenue, Suite 2000 
Orlando, Florida 3 280 1 

Eric J. Branfman 
Michael C. Sloaii 
Harisha J. Bastiampillai 
Swidler Berlin Shereff Friedman, LLP 
3000 K Street, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, D.C. 20007 

Attorneys for Florida Digital Network, Inc. 

Dated: May 28,2002 
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